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THE CHAIR

Jon | MOSLEY
Every winter has pow days and rain days. Even the rain days
can be great fun. Come summer, though, it’s the highlight reel
days about which we reminisce long after. The days of deep
turns and the friends who share them with us. These days fuel
excitement for the next winter. For me the highlight from last
winter was City Lights. The March powder was light, deep, and
fresh turns were plentiful. After laying 8’s down the steeps we
enjoyed camaraderie at the après.
At the end of the day sharing a love of skiing is why we are instructors. Over
the past year the BC Region has continued to work to support and enhance our
members’ experiences and the opportunities to share their love of skiing.
For the second year in a row we set a record for new level 1s certified and we
continue to lead the country in developing new instructors. This is in large part
thanks to our valuable reseller partners and ski school directors across the region
who do so much to welcome the CSIA to their locales.
For the coming season our focus will be on engaging and supporting members,
most especially younger members who want to be full time pros. We are working
to better listen to young members and work to increase the opportunities to help
them through the certification pathway. In addition, we hope that initiatives such as
online voting for board seats, which last year increased typical votes cast by three
times, will further drive involvement in the CSIA.
While there will be continuity in our focus and many of our programs this year, there
will be change also. This November there will be four board seats up for election
(see our election notice page 10). At that time Paul Sauvé will become the new BC
Region Board Chair. Big thanks to Paul and all the board for their many hours and
much sweat.
We are also saying goodbye to Colleen Dunn, who has been our regional coordinator
for the past three years. Massive thanks to Colleen whose tireless effort has helped
the BC Region hit new heights of success. We wish you all the best in your future
endeavours and many powder days to come.
I’m looking forward to a great season and hope to share some turns with you at one
of the many CSIA BC events.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve the CSIA.
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*
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MOUNTAIN PERKS
GREAT CULTURE
GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
GREAT WAGES
ACCOMMODATIONS
TRANSPORTATION

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED,
LESS THAN 2 HOURS EAST OF VANCOUVER, BC

PAID UPGRADES & CERTIFICATIONS FOR NEW INSTRUCTORS!*
We’re looking for new and qualiﬁed instructors & all mountain positions. All ages welcome. Don’t worry if you’re
not qualiﬁed to teach but love to ski or board! Join our “new instructors” program, and we’ll pay the $400
certiﬁcation course fee for new hires and pay for certiﬁcation upgrades!* All applications are welcome.
Accommodations are also available, and we provide transportation to and from the hill. You’ll LOVE working here!

SEND YOUR RESUME TODAY!

HR@SASQUATCHMOUNTAINRESORT.CA

WHY YOU SHOULD WORK HERE!
We’re hiring instructors of ALL levels of certiﬁcation

LEVEL 3?

We’ll pay for non-certiﬁed candidates to attain certiﬁcation
Accommodations available
Transportation options available
Team oriented. Join our mountain family!
Reimbursement/Scholarships available to upgrade certiﬁcations*
Competitive wages plus commissions/bonuses
Small mountain with BIG plans (Expansion plans include tube park

EVALUATOR?

WE OFFER A
GENEROUS
SIGNING
BONUS!*

enhancement, additional parking, lodge upgrades, team member
housing, expanded snow shoe trails, high-speed quad, hostel
accommodations, zipline, campgrounds and retail stores)
Growth, leadership & advancement opportunities

HR@SASQUATCHMOUNTAINRESORT.CA

SASQUATCHMOUNTAIN.CA
20955 HEMLOCK VALLEY RD, AGASSIZ, BC V0M 1A1
info@sasquatchmountainresort.ca
1-866-567-6866

*Some conditions apply.

On TEACHING
and BEING a CLIENT
Same but different – Like Zebras and Cows
the group while sometimes cutting in front of others
to the point of clipping the backs of everyone's skis.
RUDE... most certainly. DANGEROUS... no doubt!

I am a parent, a grandparent, a
ski pro and a ski client. Within each
of these categories, I have become
exponentially more aware of the Duty of Care by
which we are bound (and entrusted with) under the
CSIA Code of Ethics.
Yes, we all KNOW this... but it became painfully clear
to me during a training session last season. We have
an obligation, out of common decency, to our
trainers and to our clients. This goes beyond the
obligation. The Karma Fairy is watching, and in my
experience, I've learned there are certain people
who ‘SERVE’ you that you should never cross: Bar
Tenders, Hairdressers, Restaurant Servers, Front Desk
Hotel Staff and Ski Instructors to name a few.
I came to this clear realization when I observed
and experienced a particular student disagreeing
with feedback.

Pulling other students apart and

disrupting the learning experience for everyone was
what resulted when this particular person couldn't
grasp what was being asked of them.
Then there was the INTERROGATOR. Yes, it's cool to
ask intelligent, pertinent questions. But a barrage of
one question followed by another ...ANNOYING!
And then the SNOB… Oh my. The attitude, a mile
wide and high. Arrogantly commenting on others in

CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com

constructive (or destructive) individual?
No matter what size of student, there are tantrums,
FEAR factors and manipulators, overbearing people

This has happened on more than one occasion –

who want to run the show and push others aside. It

they say there's always one... But this! Triple whammy

is up to us to contribute to making the class a better

all in one group! Who are these people disrupting

one be it as one of the students, or as a leader of the

the enjoyment of the rest of the group? To say

group we are teaching.

nothing of the efforts of the trainers!

There's always going to be ONE, but turn that ONE

Reflecting on this, I wondered if I have ever been

around and make them a contributor and not a

one of those people? Have I made too many jokes,

disruptor.

asked too many questions, shown my frustrations
when I felt them (SPEISS-UGH!), cut people off, not
spoken up, or spoken up out of turn? I must have at
some point or another... since we all do especially
when under stress (SPEISS UGH!)
How do we respond to fellow students or to our
clients when they express fear either in words or by

By the way... my pet peeve is when people have
”a quick question...” Those questions may be quick
but can often times demand a long explanation.
ATTENTION VAMPIRES!
My response... ”OK, so we'll leave it till later, then!”
Or...”let's talk on the chair”

body language? Are we helpful, annoyed or merely

Have a wonderful SKI SEASON and watch out for the

tolerant and simply don't care because that's our

ENERGY VAMPIRES!

lesson and the heck with them? SELFISH!

Oh by the way Zebras and Cows… they are both

I don't know about you but there have been times

painted black and white, so in that sense they are

when I've been on both sides of the coin of fear or

the same!

trepidation. It's when someone has been supportive
and has instilled in me a better understanding of
what I have needed to learn that I have appreciated
the value of being a team player.
The first step moving forward (for me) is to understand
the dynamics of the group I am in (or the group I
am instructing). How do I fit in with the others? How
am I feeling? (i.e. frustrated, self conscious etc) How
am I reacting to my feelings? How are others feeling
and responding? How are actions impacting the
learning environment? Am I being perceived as a

7
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Board of Directors Election

In total, the CSIA BC committee has 4 zones with
7 directors:

Do you know someone ready to give back to the
membership by being on the BC CSIA Board? Is
it you? Among the qualities that come in handy,
we are seeking board members with passion for
the CSIA. One or more of the following skills
to contribute in the following areas would be a
bonus:
• Marketing

• 3 Directors from the South Western Zone
• 1 Director from the Northern Zone
• 1 Director from the Okanagan Zone
• 1 Director from the Kootenay Zone
• 1 Director at Large
To qualify for a Director's position in a specific
zone you must be a member in good standing,
a resident of British Columbia, and reside in the
zone for which you would like to run.

• Education / Teaching
• Information Technology
• Business Experience

The Director Seat is a 3 year term. A Director
Seat can serve for a maximum of 6 consecutive
years (2 terms).

• Accountancy / Financial literacy
• Society Governance
• Ski Industry Experience
Currently we have 4 Director seats up for
election. Director-at-Large, South Western Zone,
Northern Zone and Okanagan Zone.

If you are interested in becoming a Director in
one of these zones please contact Paul Sauvé
by email as follows: sauve.paul@gmail.com.
Deadline to be considered for the ballot is Friday,
October 20th, 2017.

These positions are available for members in
good standing and are open to any member in
that region. Nominations are being accepted for
all seats up for election. The seats available are:

Voting

• Mike Manara from South Western Zone
• Dianne Dagneau from Northern Zone will
be running as incumbents
• Rodger Poole from Okanagan Zone and
• Jon Moseley Director-at-Large will not be
re-running (Open to all regional members
in good standing)

2017

CSIA BC
REGION

Voting for the BC Region Board of Director seats
will now take place electronically at Snowpro.
com
• The election process for the BC Regional
Board of Directors is conducted by
electronic ballot. It is open, as per the
CSIA BC by-laws, to those members in
good standing who reside in the region.
• Members are entitled to one vote.
Once the ballot has been submitted, it is
irrevocable.

ANNOUNCEMENT
• Eligible members can cast their vote
electronically by accessing their member
profile. The deadline to cast your vote
electronically is Monday 21 November,
2017.
This election is a great opportunity for you to
choose who can best represent your interests on
your Board of Directors, and who can influence
the future direction of the CSIA. To help you with
selecting your candidate, we encourage you to
read the biographies which will be published on
www.snowprobc.com and www.snowpro.com/bc.

AGM Announcement
This winter the BC Region will host the AGM at
the Aava Hotel in Whistler, Sunday 26 November,
at 3:30 p.m. We encourage all members in good
standing to come join us and become involved
in the business of managing your organization.
Please note, voting for directors is now moving
online to electronic balloting. Please visit
Snowpro.com to learn about the candidates and
to cast your ballot.

Sign up for IGNITION DAY!
Start your season off with some of the best Level
4s in BC. It's the perfect event to get motivated
for the coming winter by polishing your skills
and refining your assessment and development
strategies.
Please sign up in advance at www.snowpro.com
to secure your spot. We look forward to seeing
you Sunday November 26 both on Whistler
mountain and at the AGM.

AGM Notice of MEETING

All Members WELCOME
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF MEMBERS OF THE CANADIAN SKI INSTRUCTORS' ALLIANCE of BC
Following IGNITION DAY from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm at Whistler, BC there will be a social from 3:00 to 3:30 pm

AGM Loca t ion : AAVA Hotel, Whistler, BC
AGM 2017 Date: Sunday, November 26, 2017
AGM Start Time: 3:30 pm
Please note there will be no printed PROXY FORM for voting. Please go ONLINE for 2017 Elections www.snowpro.com
BEFORE NOVEMBER 21 st, 2017 – 5 days prior to the AGM.
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INTRODUCING OUR CSIA BC

2016-2017 SEASON

BOARD of
DIRECTORS

Our BC COMMITTEE
MIKE MANARA PAST CHAIR

TOM KLINGSPOHN DIRECTOR

Northern Zone
Ski Professional, Troll Mountain
CSIA 3, CSCF Member

Kootenay Zone
Technical Director, Fernie Alpine Resort
Senior Examiner
CSIA High Performance Team Coach
CSIA 4, CSCF 2,

KIM FOURNEL DIRECTOR

RODGER POOLE DIRECTOR

South Western Zone
Ski Professional, Whistler Blackcomb
CSIA 4, CSCF 2

CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com

CSIA 3, CASI 1, CFCS 1

South Western Zone
Snow School Supervisor, Whistler Blackcomb
CSIA 4, CSCF 2, CANSI 1

DIANNE DAGNEAU DIRECTOR

Level 1 Technical Coordinator, BC
CSIA 4, CSCF 2

JONATHAN MOSLEY Chair
and DIRECTOR AT LARGE

PAUL SAUVÉ DIRECTOR

South Western Zone
Snow School Director & Rental Operations
Mount Washington Alpine Resort
CSIA 4, CSCF 2, CASI 1

KEN PAYNTER

British Columbia

Okanagan Zone
Silverstar Snowsports School Trainer
U12 Coach/Entry Level Co-Ordinator
CSIA 4, CSCF 3, CANSI 3

JEANETTE SHA
Secretary / Treasurer

COLLEEN DUNN
Regional & PDP Coordinator, BC
CSIA 3, CSCF Level 2
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SPECIAL

Cityof
Vancouver

Lighting it up for another Great Season!

CYPRESS MOUNTAIN RESORT
Monday 5 March, 2018. 2 pm to 8 pm

We make “Ignition Days” star studded events…
Goal oriented, focused sessions with
our specially selected CSIA guest trainers

MOUNT WASHINGTON
Friday 2 March, 2018. 2 pm to 8 pm
On snow events followed by indoor socials

For more information – DATES, LOCATIONS & TIMES:
BC website www.snowprobc.com
CSIA National www.snowpro.com/bc/events

2 CSIA

Education Credits

Note: this is no longer a PDP

CONGRATULATIONS to BC's SUCCESSFUL
2016-2017 SEASON course CANDIDATES

A PARTIAL LIST has been put together

who passed their exams elsewhere

of names of those successful in last

in Canada.

season*s exams and it is available on

There were almost as many BC

line at www.snowprobc.com.

instructors passing every level (1, 2, 3,
4) as there were in all of the rest of

There were almost 1200 new instructors

Canada. The West Coast is definitely

in BC who passed their Level 1, but are

the Best Coast!

not listed in that compilation.
More than half of all BC instructors
Almost 550 BC instructors passed the

are recently from overseas. Over

Level 2 Assessed Training, of which over

25% are Brits (gotta do SOMETHING

450 became fully certified as Level 2.

after attending Eton) and over 10%
Another 45 BC instructors became Level 3 Certified,

10

are Aussies.

Over 100 BC instructors passed both their Level 1

and finally 6 elite BC instructors attained their CSIA

And we’re not even counting the ones who now

and Level 2 in the same season!

Level 4. These include a handful of BC instructors

call Canada their home!

ProView | Fall/Winter 2017-2018

Thank you !

British Columbia

Colleen
Dunn
The Canadian Ski Instructors' Alliance
of British Columbia announce the
retirement of Colleen Dunn.
Colleen joined the CSIA BC Board 3 years ago and her departure
marks the end of an era for the CSIA BC.
We are indebted to her vision and commitment to the ski
industry in Western Canada. Her work has assured our success
into the future.
Thank You Colleen, for listening to my midnight ramblings when
the magazine madness was down to the wire the past couple of
issues! You kept me calm and turned the drama into comedy
relief, while helping my little brain understand the nuances and
intricacies of bored Board wordage!
Good Luck, Colleen – you've left a very big pair of boots to fill!
ESTA EVANS – Editor

A TRUE SKI PROFESSIONAL
Colleen has committed her life and career to the
business of ski teaching. Her leadership and
expertise has been an asset to the CSIA BC and
BC ski industry over the past few seasons.

I have had the pleasure of working with Colleen for three of my 4 years on the BC
board.
Her passion to learn the role well (from Gerda, her predecessor) was obvious from
the start. Colleen has been a perfectionist on behalf of the region, and has been
instrumental in pointing out what the new National IT systems (web, database) need
for BC members. She also took a lot of her time to attend member events over the last

Colleen has always worked with resorts and

3 years to engage with participants and garner feedback.

operators to ensure they could house level

We hope that her successor will be as driven to provide the value & member experience

1 courses in their respective areas. These
contributions assisted the CSIA in supporting
small areas and meeting its Level 1 targets.

that she has. Colleen has been great, and we wish her all the best in her much
anticipated travels for her 25th wedding anniversary!
Hopefully, she will find endless powder or plenty of sun, depending whether she packed

Her professional approach with our partners and

the skis or the swimwear...

ski areas has earned her their respect as well as

PAUL SAUVÉ

the respect of peers, many whom I would say,
Colleen would regard as friends.
Many thanks, Colleen! On behalf of the board
we will miss you, your energy and your big
smile.
We wish you the very best in your next
adventure and look forward to seeing you this
winter.
MIKE MANARA

CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com
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of your skills and knowledge

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

CSIA members enjoy FREE continuous updating on
the latest innovative ski teaching methods.
• Attend one of these updates each year.
• Gain fresh perspectives on the latest
methodology to develop your teaching and
skiing with a current CSIA Course Conductor.
• Ski hill/snow schools interested in organizing
a PDP Day with a Course Conductor, please
contact our Regional Co-Ordinator.
PDP Content
• Participation earns you education credits:
o Assessment & Development 3 credits
o Ski Improvement
2 credits
• Class size is 10 maximum
• Your session is focused on your own ski
improvement and teaching abilities.
Registration
• Online: www.snowpro.com BC Region Events
and Clinics.
• Given the nature of numerous small BC resorts,
some PDP dates are posted after October.
CSIA Recall Information
It is mandatory for all CSIA members to
participate in a recall activity at least once
every three years. Recall dates are displayed
in your profile. Under the ”Online Learning”
tab, a link to the ”Recall Year Quiz,” which
appears automatically upon payment of your
membership dues. This 30 minute quiz reviews
components of safe teaching, risk management,
guest service, our code of ethics, and the CSIA
mission statement and values. Participating in
a certification course is the only other way to
meet the requirements of the recall system. It
automatically pushes the recall date forward
three years.
* Participating in a PDP or a non-certification
national program (module, convention, etc...)
no longer fulfills your recall.

NEWS FOR 2017-18 CSIA
COURSE CONDUCTORS
Course Conductor's must be a minimum
Level 3 certification, attend the yearly Course
Conductor training and have completed the
rookie tasks for a specific course or module (i.e.
Level 1, TCM, Park).
**All Course Conductors will be required to have
the Trainer Development Module accreditation or

CSIA BC EVENT

IGNITION DAYS

CITY LIGHTS

LOCATION

KICK ASS

COURSE
CONDUCTOR
TRAINING

LENGTH

COST

Sun Nov 26

9 am - 4 pm

6 hrs

$25.00

Fernie

Sun Dec 10

9 am - 4 pm

6 hrs

$25.00

Silver Star

Tue Dec 12

9 am - 4 pm

6 hrs

$25.00

Red Mountain

Sun Dec 17

9 am - 4 pm

6 hrs

$25.00

Cypress

Mon Mar 5

2 pm - 8 pm

6 hrs

$25.00

Fri Mar 2

2 pm - 8 pm

6 hrs

$25.00

9 am - 4 pm

12 hrs

9 am - 4 pm

6 hrs

NORTHERN LIGHTS

WOW

TIME

Whistler

ISLAND LIGHTS Mt Washington

NORTHERN
FESTIVAL

DATE

To Be Announced

Hudson Bay
Mountain,
Smithers

Non-members

Kimberley

Mon Jan 15

Sat/Sun Mar 3-4

$89.00
$139.00
$80.00

Sun Peaks

Fri Jan 26

9 am - 4 pm

6 hrs

$80.00

Whistler

Fri Feb 2

9 am - 4 pm

6 hrs

$80.00

Panorama

Mon Feb 26

9 am - 4 pm

6 hrs

$80.00

Fernie

Mon Feb 12

9 am - 4 pm

6 hrs

$80.00

Mt Washington

Sat Mar 3

9 am - 4 pm

6 hrs

$80.00

Whistler

Sat/Sun Apr 7-8

9 am - 4 pm

12 hrs

$89.00

Whistler 1

Nov 19, 20, 21

15 hrs

$163.00

Sun Peaks

Nov 23, 24, 25

Specific times
and meeting
places are @
snowpro.com

15 hrs

$163.00

Grouse

Nov 29, 30, Dec 1

Night Course

15 hrs

$163.00

15 hrs

$163.00

15 hrs

$163.00

15 hrs

$163.00

15 hrs

$163.00

Revelstoke

Dec 5, 6, 7

Fernie

Dec 8, 9, 10

Mt Washington

Dec 13, 14 15

Whistler 2

Dec 16, 17, 18

Specific times
and meeting
places are @
snowpro.com

FOR ALL CSIA REGIONAL CLINICS & EVENTS
Ignition Days, WOW, City Lights, the Northern Festival & Northern Lights are all back. As well,the BC
Region offers a variety of clinics, such as Short Turns, Bumps.
All events and clinics are meant to enhance member education and training opportunities. They are
all categorized as educational, meaning CSIA National awards Credits for attendance, which are then
added to your member profile upon completion. There is no limit to how many you can attend. Attend
them all!
The BC Region subsidizes a portion of the fees making ongoing training and education affordable. All
of the events are approximately 6 hours and include an après. Most clinics also include video analysis.

the equivalent by the start of the 2018-9 Season.
In order to facilitate this new directive, the TDM
with accreditation will be included in the 201718 Course Conductor Training** Registration for
Course Conductor Training can be done online at:

www.snowpro.com
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from OCTOBER 1, 2017
LOOK FOR REGISTRATION
and UPDATES at CSIA National
URL: www.snowpro.com/bc
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IGNITION Day & AGM 2016
Whistler BC November 27

B C B OA R D C o m m i t t e e
IGNITION Day & AGM 2016
CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com
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SHAPING

SKI TEACHING CAREERS!

#morningsessions
”IMMERSING MYSELF IN THE CULTURE OF LEARNING AND
REFLECTING CREATED AN ENVIRONMENT THAT HELPED ME
REACH MY GOALS.”
Morning sessions are a part of our industry,

CREATE A BUZZ … BE A

from the small hills on the prairies, to the

#morningsession ROCKSTAR

morning sessions we attend on all our CSIA
courses before we start our day with the
participants. It defines us. It satisfies our
curiosity for what others know and what we
can add to be better ski teachers. Morning
sessions give us an opportunity to share
ideas on the lift and on the snow. It gives us
a sense of belonging to an organization that
has a true interest in being the best that it
can be: Leaders in Ski Teaching. It’s a group
of people with the same passion for our
sport and building friendships for a lifetime.
Morning

sessions

expand

our

horizons

through experimenting with new ideas and
help us reach our goals. In turn, our guests
benefit from us being all-knowing, and we
get a sense of fulfillment, truly helping them

The BC Committee is inviting everyone to
share their morning session experiences
at #morningsession. We would like to get
more

people

(particularly

our

younger

members) involved and show their friends
what they are missing. So hash tag your
morning session photos to create a buzz! Be
a #morningsession rock star. Post as many
as you can. We will own #morningsession!
Each morning at the top of the hill with a
group of friends, there is nothing like knowing
you are going to leave your art work on fresh
sheets of corduroy or powder in the morning
sun. Get out to morning sessions and expand
your horizons, reach your goals, and carry on
the culture. #morningsession.

reach their own goals.

Tom | Klingspohn

Technical Director and Adult Program Supervisor, Fernie Alpine Resort
Level 4 CSIA Course Conductor

IGNITION DAY 2017 – FERNIE BC BE THERE!
Staying involved with the CSIA is a very enjoyable component of being an organization
member. Come on out and get the rust out of your joints from the summer. Get your ski legs
back and refine your movement patterns with this fun day of sessioning. Meeting new people
and making life long friends all while improving your skiing ability in a fun environment makes
events such as Ignition day a positive experience.
This day is a fun and laid back introduction to the ski season by allowing you to get back
on your skis for the winter by gently bringing you back on snow. Any level of instructor
can participate in Ignition day and I highly recommend it. You will be grouped with other
instructors of the same level, so for any new instructors there is no need to feel intimidated.
For only $25 you get a full day of sessioning from a level 4 instructor; what better way to kick
start your ski season? To add to the fun we have an après ski celebration in the bar with free
nachos and beer for all. As well as a chance to win some fun prizes, not to mention having a
great time with new and old friends as the ski season is starting.
Ignition day for me is really helpful in getting me back on track with my teaching and making
me feel comfortable sliding around on skis again for the new season.

Karlyn | Renwick
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Andrée Janyk

1949 – 2017
A WARRIOR
WITH ANGEL WINGS
by

Mike JANYK

Hi Mom,
“You never conquer a mountain, it only tolerates
you.”
Respect the mountain, myself and my competitors,
this is what you passed down.
I smile remembering skiing behind you at an
early age as you called out techniques for us to
keep up. You spoke with such confidence about

Forever in
Deepest sympathies to Andrée's family. I really will miss

Andrée this coming season. We shared a lot of Gardening
stories, Grandma stories, Mom stories and ski stories as
we waited for our clients or grabbed a quick bite together
in the pro room or on the mountain whenever we had
time. Oddly, although I taught with Andrée a few times,
we both thought it so ironic that we never had the time to
ski together! Such is Snow School Life! I will think of her
watching over my shoulder now whenever I go for a ski

abilities I didn’t even know I had. Standing on the

on my own.

edge of a run, counting down from three, we were

Various people paid tribute to Andrée at the Memorial

off before I could even question if I could. You
believed in me and I grew from here.
It was your insight at the
impossible and perspective
to go for it anyway.
With love,
Michael

Service held in her honour and there was hardly a dry
eye in the hall. The words exemplified the warrior and the
angel that made her the amazing person she was. Andrée
inspired and inflamed, caring so deeply in every way, but
the fight she had on her hands was the one she chose not
to rage against. She will be missed by so many.
Andrée's memory and her legacy will live on forever.

by Esta
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Helga Kargl

CSIA BC
In Memory

1946 – 2017

Our Hearts

YOUR SPIRIT
LIVES ON IN US ALL.
by

Meesh BERTHOUD

What I remember and will miss the most, is her

guidance. She truly was one of a kind, a diamond

This year it will be hard walking into the locker

smile. How it would light up the room, warm your

in the rough, a rose amongst many thorns.

room, past the empty bench where she once sat.

heart and lift your spirits. She had that glint in
her eye – sometimes mischievous – a magical
gift of making everyone feel welcome.
At seventy, Helga was taken from this Earth
far too soon. From humble beginnings at Glen
Eden, her journey took her to Whistler where
her passion for skiing has touched many people’s
hearts and created many fond memories. Her
absence leaves an emptiness in all our hearts. A
place where the light that had previously burnt
so brightly has suddenly been extinguished.
But like the night sky, the darkness doesn’t
last forever. The stars slowly come out one by
one until the whole sky is filled with a brilliant,
beautiful glow. Our memories of Helga are those
stars, and help to keep her alive in our thoughts
and in our hearts.

Helga was more than a friend. With her generous
heart she became more like family. Opening her

Instead of the brilliant smile, and the cheerful
“good morning”, I will be greeted with silence.

home for holiday feasts, you could always count

Helga, I still find it hard to believe that I will never

on her laughter, merriment and... dry turkey!

see that comforting smile again, but I know you

I recall Mountain Safety giving her a stern talking
to at the base one day. Helga just smiled, turned

are up there looking over us, your smile lighting
the way to fresh tracks.

around, threw her arms in the air and proudly
exclaimed, ”You guys heard that... I was skiing
fast!”
I remember Helga taking us under her wing
as she showed us the ropes in Ski Esprit. Her
passion for skiing was contagious, as was her
love for teaching. She had that special gift that
would put people at ease and her groups could
always be seen with a smile on their faces as they
whooped and hollered their way down the slopes.
This would carry onto the après-ski where Helga

Helga will be remembered for many things: her

would sit surveying the scene, that glint in her

strength, her elegance, compassion, generosity,

eye, glass of wine in hand and always, always

her joie de vivre, her inspiration, wisdom and

with her ski pants still on.

CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com
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British Columbia

NORTHERN Festival

7
1
0
2

TROLL Mountain

CSIA BC Committee Northern Representative

We are Waking up the North inspiring Members and
New Members to continue with their development
of skiing with the exposure of CSIA Level 4s !

Northern Festival 2017 was a huge
success with 39 participants and 4
level 4s attending despite the minimal
snow conditions.
Ken Paynter, Kim Fournel, Alain
Brunelle and Kevin Schmoll shared
their talents to excite the participants
to improve their skiing.
As always Troll Lodge provided a
delicious dinner and entertainment

by Dianne | DAGNEAU

and NR Sports
everyone.

had

a

prize

for

This year’s Northern Festival
is going to Hudson Bay
Mountain - Smithers March
3rd and 4th. $89 members /
$139 non members 2 credits
Please register ONLINE:

www.snowpro.com

Northern LIGHTS

Northern Lights 2017 visited Powder King with 18 participants attending. We
had full blown winter conditions and wonderful hospitality.
The North was busy with a Ken’s Kickass at HBM - Smithers and finishing the
season with a Teaching Children’s module.
Please visit www.snowpro.com to register for all events
I am dancing for snow in the North this season!

2017
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WOMEN ONLY WORKSHOP

WH I S TLE R

BC Region

…and NOW THE RE ARE FIVE WORKS HOPS !
This unique CSIA program incorporates

As we move the CSIA forward by encouraging female

mentoring within the structure of the

membership, we move our sport forward.

training day. Our goals and objectives
promote professional development of our
female members. In addition, upcoming
level 4s have the opportunity to work
alongside senior CSIA trainers.

This is the seventh year that BC CSIA has offered the
Women’s Only Workshop in Whistler and the third
in Fernie the second in Sun Peaks and the FIRST in
Panorama and Kimberley. Our passion and success
draws CSIA women from all corners of the world to

Empowerment in an exciting and enjoyable

participate in a most empowering and fun-filled event.

environment is what sets WOW apart from the

Smiling faces in EVERY PHOTO! I’ve had several women

other programs. As we women support each other,

say to me what an amazing day they had! No matter

we move women forward in the organization.

what, we women know how to have fun!

WHISTLER WOMEN’S ONLY WORKSHOP 2017
was well attended with over 25 women joining in on the fun. Although skies
were grey there was sunshine in our hearts! Mother Nature gave us a wonderful
gift; fluffy white snow, the perfect medium in which to play.
Here is what Gillian wrote about her experience:
“Support, coaching and encouragement of all the coaches makes such a difference
and at the end of the day, it is so much fun to hear all of the stories of individual
accomplishments. When one of the women in our group pulled up at the bottom (of a slope
she had never done) she had such a wide smile and said, ‘It’s so great to ski with people
cheering you on!’ That’s just one story typical of the tremendous spirit of WOW and there are
many more.“
After skiing out, everyone gathered at Three Below for Après. Leslie Glaysher and Heather Bilodeau
delivered pertinent, information on ski equipment. The points outlined gave the female skiers a better
understanding of how to discern between ski types and what length which would best suit their skiing
preferences. Also covered, was information on how to recognize symptoms when a
ski is not appropriately tuned for your skiing style and how it can hinder not only skill
development, but how it can also affect a positive skiing experience.
I extend a wholehearted Thank You to all the women who attended the Whistler
WOW and to our most amazing coaches; Heather Bilodeau, Norma Lu Brown, Leslie

photo
b

er

Glaysher, Lee Mounsey and Juliet Bate.
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Looking forward to skiing with all of you again.

Kim FOURNEL, WOW Organizer and Trainer

KI M B E R L E Y
Monday January 16th, 2017 Kimberley Mountain

Making over there, over here and down there, an

welcomed the Women’s Only Workshop. Wendy

unbridled playground!

Reade and Brenna Kelly coached a diverse group
of seven keen women. The ladies skied above
the clouds as they experienced and shredded the
lovely fresh corduroy beneath their feet! A perfect
start to any skier’s morning.

With the expert guidance and support of the
coaches, the gang was encouraged to seek bigger
and

better

adventures

in

Kimberley’s

snowy

paradise.
After a day on the snow, the group gathered for

The main themes for the day:

Après to connect socially before heading home.

· Be safe

Smiles on faces were a sure sign that the day was

· Have fun

a success.

· Learn something
The coaches’ objective was to work with the
women’s individual goals by contributing ideas and

Progress is always achieved when a clear path is
revealed. WOW is a mean towards the end goal.

giving personal feedback, providing the opportunity

Brenna KELLY

to improve their skiing or teaching.

CSIA 3 and Course Conductor

The group was reminded of the real reason we
choose to ski. To feel the mountain under our
feet. Women’s Only Workshop promotes a positive
experience on snow, to expand mindset and
strategies to confidently tackle conditions terrain
and situations as they present themselves. Giving a
skier the gift to enjoy skiing more of the mountain.

PAN O R AMA

PANORAMA HOSTED THEIR FIRST WOMEN’S ONLY WORKSHOP
ON JANUARY 27TH
Jill Sagan met with a fervent group of women and

The exercises used to achieve that should recruit

together they determined the goal for the day:

the muscle groups needed in skiing. This muscular

Challenge Yourself.

activation “wakes up” the body; enhancing the

With aspirations of reaching next certification levels
the participants collaborated to find ways achieve

firing and wiring of the muscles needed during
skiing.
A big ‘thank you’ to all the participants and Jill Sagan

the goal.
The mountain snow conditions were epic, allowing
for such endeavours to be undertaken. The women

for success at Panorama’s inaugural Women’s Only
Workshop.

had sights of climbing to higher ground. The group
confronted everything and anything
in front of them. They dealt with
bumps, steeps, glades... You name
it! It was GAME ON!
Jill instilled confidence by giving
key information for better technical
understanding

and

guidance

for

individual skill development.
At the end of the day, they all
gathered for après. Jill demonstrated
and explained the benefits of a
proper warm up prior to getting on
the slopes. The key take away being
that the warm up should be specific
to the sport of alpine skiing.
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SUN PE A KS
FUN... NO MAT TE R WHAT
Mother Nature unleashed a massive Winter Storm over most of the
province on Thursday February 9th.
Many roads and passes were closed due to the heavy snow fall and
risk of avalanches.
These inconveniences did not stop 13 women

The

on the morning of Friday February 10th. As the

anything they could to motivate their peers as

clouds parted, the participants made their way

they tackled the new settings (drill, terrain or

up to Sun Peaks to enjoy a winter wonderland!

snow conditions).

As the group gathered with the coaches; Anne

During

Terwiel, Julie Hamel and Karlyn Renwick,

talked about proprioception, balance, and

there was discussion on the theme of the day:

how improving these leads to an increase in

“Outside the Comfort Zone”.

performance and a decrease in the possibility

The groups had a go at the skier cross course,
practiced starts at the top of a GS course
and skied a very steep run. The camaraderie

ladies

the

cheered,

indoor

encouraged

session,

Anne

and

did

Terwiel

of injury. She had the group try some exercises
that will help increase their proprioceptive
abilities.

between the women created a supportive

A Big Thank you to Mother Nature, the

environment.

Participants and the Coaches for an amazing
day at Sun Peaks.
WOW skiing is Fun!
ANNE TERWIEL, PDP, GDBA, MBA
Chair, Tourism Management Department

Anne Terwiel and Group Selfie

Senior Lecturer,
Thompson Rivers University
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See You at WOW 2018!

2017

WOMEN ONLY WORKSHOP

FERNIE
The Women’s Only workshop “WOW” in Fernie was
attended by a diverse and passionate group of
Women members of the CSIA.
Conditions were challenging at the start of the day,
but as we worked through some “What if we try this”
and “What if we try that” scenarios, understanding
what worked and why, the whole gang were rocking
it by the afternoon.
We enjoyed Après Ski in the Legendary Griz Bar, and
said farewell to a perfect day of skiing and learning,
having made some new skiing buddies along the
way. See you in 2018!
Wendy READE
Director of Snow School Fernie Alpine
Adventures
Fernie Alpine Resort, RCR Inc.

See You at WOW 2018!
WOW – A SAFE ENVIRONMENT TO LAUGH, LEARN, PLAY AND EXPLORE. We
open ourselves to greater understanding, achievement and confidence.
It is when we venture out of our safety zone and willingly take a chance
that a greater version of ourselves is created.
This is the Third year that the BC CSIA offered the Women’s Only Workshop
outside of Whistler which has now hosted seven.
The word is out! WOW is drawing CSIA women from all corners of the
world. Come and see why Women are Wild about WOW!
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I had the good fortune to mountain bike a lot this Summer, and I hope the similarities to skiing pay off this
Winter. Each ride, much like skiing, gives both legs and lungs a little workout. I love the Zen-like state that
comes with wind in your face and the surprisingly thrilling monotony of single tasking at leisure. Sometimes
I feel like a dog poking its head out the passenger side window, lapping the breeze.
It was during such a Zen moment that I solved

Not because he was a misanthropic mountain

Recognizing that all things have changed each

a conundrum that has plagued both skiers and

dweller who eschewed the hordes, although that

time we meet them is not a skill most of us

philosophers since the dawn of idle time on a

certainly put him in contention. And not because

practice. It would mean adapting our world view

broken down chairlift: Of the great pre-Christian

of his disdain for Pythagoras, a disdain well shared

on a regular basis, and that is almost as mentally

philosophers, who would have been the best skier,

by skiers who prefer the “air first” test to the

taxing as my opening paragraph. Who hasn’t

had skiing existed within a reasonable chariot’s

“measure twice” rule. No, it’s because Heraclitus

been in a ski turn and cursed the bump or icy

ride of their home town?

was on to something 2500 years ago that many

patch that showed up just when they loaded the

of us still struggle with today:

outside ski? That was going to be the perfect turn

And that is when I realized, thankfully, that I am
not a dog.
You may be pleased to know, however, that my
conclusion was Heraclitus.
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“Ever newer waters flow upon
those who step in the same
rivers.”

(and now it’s ruined - insert profanity here). But
not all turns link as smoothly as we would like,
and this season is a timely one to reflect on how
we handle that, and why Heraclitus was right.

industry news
By Paul SAUVÉ Director, CSIA BC

CSIA NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
ANNOUNCE CHANGES

SECOND, TRY
SOMEONE ELSE’S GOGGLES

The CSIA has rolled out a new website and

How often have we welcomed a new office

database, CSIA BC is welcoming a new coordinator

member to the staff party, but not involved

and new board members, and Whistler Blackcomb

them in creating the theme? Let’s find out

is now owned by Vail. Each of these transitions,

how other workplaces party! Such is the

like any unusual feature on the hill, can be seen

opportunity of a new arrival at work - we

as a threat or an opportunity. Some skiers will

can gain insight from outside our own

put on the brakes when they see a giant mogul,

organization.

both

physically

and

psychologically.

Others

Borrowing someone’s goggles might also

see a chance to change their line and display
some creativity. Sometimes the latter will fail.
The former, we know, will fail all of the time for
never having tried. Yet when it comes to mental

mean finding a new mentor, making time

FIRST, CHANGE YOUR GOGGLES

for someone you don’t normally do coffee
with, or calling a former colleague to ask for

See hope before fear. Fear puts on the

advice now that they have tried something

would care to admit.

mental brakes, and braking is harder on the

new. Doing any of these things keeps you

parts than rolling. Any skier or biker knows

rolling. You keep your momentum and avoid

Often, we choose to see transitions (or features of

that! Be an optimist.

the mental brakes that prevent you from

transitions, most of us fail more often than we

the landscape) as obstacles. They are something to
overcome or conquer, like Mount Everest. In doing
so, we insert ourselves as the agent of change
in the landscape. We try to make the landscape
bend to our will. And we miss the opportunity for
the change in the landscape to change us. How
many of us have lost friends or family to cancer?
Society has yet to conquer cancer, but many of
our friends and family changed us forever during
their ordeal. These ordeals changed us precisely
because we were not the central character. As a
result, we glimpsed the bigger picture (often of

See

opportunities

rather

than

threats.

adapting to your changing landscape.

Threats allow us to make ourselves victims

We have all watched great skiers and mountain

(often of an agenda that does not even

bikers in our respective mountain towns. Watching

exist). This sense of victimhood makes us

how easily they handle transitions is inspiring and

the central character in a narrative that may

makes us want to go ride. The same is true for any

not even have been written with us in mind.

transition, even a corporate one. When others see

Self-victimization is just an ego device, and

how easily you handle a new situation, they will

like any other ego device, prevents us from

be inspired to see opportunity and be optimistic

seeing the bigger picture. There are enough

about their own paths.

legitimate victims in the world that it would
be insulting for me to see myself as one for

So three cheers for Heraclitus, who would have
made an excellent ski instructor to Plato, had he

health, happiness, and staying in touch).

something so pithy as a corporate transition.

It is a perverse trick of the human mind to make its

device that will entrench my inability to see

host the central character in most events, thereby

opportunity. I will waste my time seeking

missing much of the nuance and complexity in

empathy and spreading conspiracy theories,

the rest of the drama. That is a point Heraclitus

which is time not spent on my goals,

understood. We notice that the temperature of

ambitions, and enjoying life.

life lessons.

To quote Wayne Dyer, “If you change the

Let’s do him proud and try to handle all of our

But seeing myself as one is also the very

the water has changed, but not that the water
itself has changed. We measure the river only by
its effect on us personally, as if it exists for our
pleasure (which may be why climate change will
not be solved anytime soon).

way you look at things, the things you look

been born a century later (and lived in Greece). He
saw the bigger picture, and understood that the
mountains did not revolve around him. He shared
the concepts of perspective and adaptation,
which are not only great ski lessons, but great

transitions well.

at change.” Alternatively, if you are looking
for trouble you are bound to find it.

For Shakespeare fans of my vintage, there is no
better interpretation of this concept than Tom
Stoppard’s

“Rosencrantz

&

Guildenstern

are

Dead,” in which 2 minor characters from Hamlet
are made central and spend the play wondering
about all the scenes they are not in. But I digress...
By

some

interpretations,

Heraclitus

was

suggesting that maintaining an unchanged world
view makes us our own oppressors. If we refuse
to allow other things (or people) to change, we will
not only prevent their growth, but, by extension,
prevent our own.
So, how do we take advantage of such wisdom
when faced with transition? I have 2 suggestions:

CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com
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LEARNING
OPPOR T U N I T I E S

CREATE better

How to be on the leading edge of ski teaching

by Kim FOURNEL

EQUITY and EQUALITY are two strategies we can use in an effort to produce
fairness. Equity is giving everyone what they need to be successful. Equality is
treating everyone the same. Equality aims to promote fairness, but it can only
work if everyone starts from the same place and needs the same help.
LET ME TELL YOU A STORY
Years ago I was in a morning session
(#morningsession) with Catherine Fortier. She
explained how skis were undergoing a change
in design and that she had the opportunity
to demo skis that past summer. She advised
me that I should be on shorter skis. I was
flabbergasted! I was of the understanding
that good skiers skied on 195cm or longer. I am
164cm (5’3”) tall and weigh 52kg (115lbs) and I
was skiing on 190 cm GS skis.
EQUALITY: requires me to ski on the same
equipment as my trainers/peers
whereas
EQUITY: requires me to ski on equipment that
compliments my size
I acted on Catherine’s advice. My old set up
promoted lots of skidding. However, when I skied
on my new skis, I discovered what it felt like to
hold an edge and carve a turn! The equipment
was a better fit for my body’s size. I was able
to manipulate the equipment in the manner
it was designed for. Finally, I was applying the
technique I had been desperately trying to
master. Now I was heading in the direction that
I had thought to be out of reach.
Skiing on the incorrectly matched equipment
hindered my progress and was the cause of
compensatory motor patterns and muscle
memory which did not serve me well. I would
never have made it to where I am today had I

continued to believe in the premise that I had
to train the same way as all the level 4s. Finding
a solution specific to my needs allowed me to
move beyond the limitations imposed by my
trying to keep up with my idols.
This article is about how you can be a better
teacher. Catherine was a great teacher,
because she recognized that I did not have
a fair chance at reaching my goal. It was
not equitable for me to remain on the long
skis. To be the best teachers we can be, we
need to recognize that our students have
different needs. They come to us with different
experiences, and a one size fits all approach
will not create an equal experience on snow.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR BRINGING EQUITY TO A
STUDENT'S SKIING EXPERIENCE:
• equipment (type, size, flex, fit, ski
tuning)
• skill development and motor
patterning (biomechanics, synergistic
& antagonist muscle groups, physical
literacy)
• motivation (social, fear, competition),
• physiological (nutrition, hydration, rest/
fatigue, hormones, age)
CSIA methodology is a progressive approach
to developing skiers. Students come to a
lesson with their individual kaleidoscope of
life’s perspectives (body type, fitness level,
ProView | Fall/Winter 2017-2018

fears, expectations, motivation, to name
a few). When faced with a student who is
not making the changes in their technique
and/or their tactical strategies, it is the great
teacher who recognizes potential. The
inquisitive mind will ask: “How can I make this
a better experience for my student? How do
I adjust my approach to bring out the best in
that person?”
The key to creating possibilities is being
armed with more knowledge. Appreciation
of differences will allow you to recognize
other perspectives. Knowing we all move
differently and that it is normal to do so,
and being open to solutions, empowers you
as a teacher and accordingly empowers
both student and teacher. It gives people

the equal opportunity to improve. Equity
in teachable moments becomes equal
opportunity for success.
The CSIA Women in Skiing Subcommittee
(WIS) is doing just that: Assimilating information
that will give members ammunition to be
better, and progressive in their teaching
strategies. 'A Literature Review of Women
in Skiing: Biomechanical, Physiological,
and Psychological Gender Differences,'
Acknowledged by Academic Literature, has
been gathered by a PhD Student. The initial
highlights will be presented in the National
CSIA Women's Edge Camps and Modules
this coming winter.

Edge Camps and Modules, WIS will develop
a comprehensive program; revealing a road
map towards equitable solutions. Sharing this
knowledge will benefit the membership and
our customers. Being effective as teachers
we need to recognize the uniqueness
of each of our students, encourage the
development of their skills and the tactics
they need to cope with conditions and
terrain.
The more we are informed, the easier it is to
find a solution to create an equal opportunity
for every student to experience the joy of
skiing.
CSIA – On the leading edge of ski teaching.

Armed with the data from the literature
review and feedback from the Women's
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www. snowprobc. com

$65

$80 within 10 days
of WOW date

INFORMATION: level1bc@snowpro.com
• 9 am – Sign In – Check with Snow School or csiabc
• 9:30 am – 3:00 pm Workshop
• 4:00 pm – Indoor Presentation and Après

•PANORAMA

Monday, February 26

•FERNIE

Monday, February 12

•MT WASHINGTON

Saturday, March 3

Come out and play. Join the fun, tackle terrain and explore new
lines on some of BC’s best playgrounds.
Sign up for WOW, the ultimate all day Workshop & Après.
This Season: Kimberley, Panorama, Sun Peaks, Whistler,
Panorama, Fernie & Mount Washington! Best WOW Season EVER!

• Open to CSIA Members in good standing
• FUN and CAMARADERIE on Skis!
• Lift Ticket Discount
• Amazing Après
• Video Analysis
• Pedagogy
our CSIA WOW Trainers include:
Kim Fournel, Leslie Glaysher, Tracey Fraser, Betsy Linnell,
Janice Morgan, Wendy Reade, Heather Bilodeau, Anne
Terwiel, Joanne Younker and Jen Young

CSIA BC
REGIONAL

the exemplification of

GARY WITT
by: Dianne DAGNEAU

CELEBRATING 50 YEARS AS A
CSIA MEMBER
The definition of membership: “The state of
being a member as of a society or club.”
www.dictionary.com
I had two occasions last winter to ski with this
inspiring man named Gary Witt.
Gary achieved his CSIA Level 2 at age 28
in 1968 at Sunshine Village. He has been an
active member, celebrating his 50th year of
membership this season.
He was teaching part time at Purden and
Silverstar on weekends and holidays until
1970. Since that time Gary has maintained
his membership to participate in as many
Northern Festivals and PDP days to continue
with his ski improvement.
Gary has had a very fulfilling life, from
completing his carpentry certification to
supervising many commercial and industrial
projects to being involved in a partnership
business to being a sole proprietor.

Skiing is a passion for Gary and in summer
you can find him barefoot water skiing. He
started off at age 24 slalom water skiing and
two years later found barefoot. If he is not
skiing, he is cycling, canoeing or playing
tennis.
Gary has inspired his son Colin to become
a CSIA member. He achieved his Level 2 in
1996.
Along with his pals you will find Gary most
weekends at Powder King.
Gary inspired me to write about membership
to understand the value of being part of
something about which you feel passionate
that you can share. I was so impressed with
the level of his fitness and the enthusiasm he
brought to the group. I am excited to receive
my 25 year recognition of membership this
season.

CSIA 3, CSIABC Director

WHY STAY A MEMBER OF CSIA?
Please check out www.snowpro.com for the
benefits of membership
There are many categories of CSIA
membership…Regular, Associate, 25/40/50
Year and Affiliate. Each category has
benefits.
Reinstatement is very important. Anyone
who held a CSIA certification in the past
and would like to bring it back can apply
for reinstatement by filling out the online
reinstatement application. The reinstatement
allows the member to reactivate his/her
certification without having to retake the
courses. To do so, you will be required to pay
a reinstatement fee of $99.60 in addition
to the current season’s membership dues
and any applicable taxes. Also upon
reinstatement members may be required to
complete a recall activity online to ensure
they are updated on the current teaching
methodologies.
CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com
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WHY
SKI TEACHING

tap in to the

POWERof

UNDERSTANDING ‘WHY?’ AND ‘WHY NOT?’ CAN BE THE
KEY TO IMPROVEMENT.

Business coaches talk about the

In my opinion, equally as important as knowing your

In his TED Talk ‘How Great Leaders Inspire Action.’

importance of ‘understanding your

‘WHY?’ is discovering your ‘WHY NOT?.’ Your ‘why

Simon Sinek talks about The Golden Circle. This

not?’ is that feeling of self-doubt that creeps up.

circle helps to illustrate the importance of WHY?

WHY’ and using this insight as a tool to
propel your career or business to the
next level. It’s about digging deep and

You may not even know it’s there, but it can hold
you back. It comes in many forms; procrastination,
habit, distraction, lack of motivation and fear are

discovering what drives and motivates

a few. Your ‘why not?’ can get in your way and

you. Understanding where your spark

prevent you from achieving your goals – if you let it.

comes from can help you tune into it

The power of ‘WHY?’ can also be applied to athletic

and create a long lasting fire that will

achievement, performance and learning.

The outermost ring of the circle relates to WHAT you
do - your actions. HOW you do this is the middle ring.
At the core of the circle is your WHY. WHY you do
what you do, your purpose, your belief, your core
desire. Your spark.
You can tell your students what to do and you can
show them how to do it. But ultimately, their ability

help you to overcome any obstacles in

‘Why are you taking a lesson today?’ is one of the

to understand and feel the cause and effect of

your path.

first questions we ask our clients as we establish our

‘Why?’ will produce a change.

Learning Contract and set goals for the lesson.
The answers give us a clue as to the student’s
motivation and typically fall into one of several
categories: improve; gain confidence; explore new
terrain. Gotcha! Answers in hand, you take it from
there. Not so fast!
Have you ever had a conversation with a young
child who keeps asking ‘why?’ in response to all
your answers? This question, repeated several
times leads you to dig a little deeper, to try and

WHY

explain more, to share more than you had originally
intended. By taking this tactic with your students,
you can find their spark and help them to nurture
it by designing a situation that meets their unique
needs.
Now, I’m not suggesting that you start each lesson

HOW
W H AT

with an interrogation! I am suggesting that you
don’t take the initial answer at face value. Dig a little
deeper. Your job as their instructor is to understand
why they are taking a lesson, and to deliver based
on this expectation. This is where gaining insight into

References:
1.
https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_
great_leaders_inspire_action#t-417
2.
https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_
great_leaders_inspire_action#t-417
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Why You Do It (core of the circle)
How To Do It (middle ring)
What To Do (outer ring)

your client’s ‘why not?’ can make all the difference
in how you approach the situation to maximize
your student’s ability to receive new information, try
something new and ultimately achieve their goals.

DIAGRAM BASED ON: The Golden Circle
Copyright Simon Sinek

By Betsy LINNELL, CSIA Level 4
Founder & Managing Director, B-Line Marketing Management

Now consider what happens if your student’s

Now, consider for a moment how this concept

‘Why Not?’ gets in the way. There is a tipping

applies to us, as instructors:

point at which a person’s ‘Why Not?’ is too

In his TED Talk, Simon Sinek tells us ‘People don’t

strong and overcomes their ‘Why?’ In these

buy what you do, they buy why you do it.’ What

cases, your job involves reducing the power of

is your ‘Why?’ What is your purpose for teaching

‘Why Not?’ so that learning can take place.

skiing? What is your cause or belief? Why are
you there?

The key to achieving results lies in understanding
the balance between someone’s ‘Why’ and

By tuning into your ‘Why?’ you can inspire trust

their ‘Why Not.’

in your students – they want to come along
on your lesson and they are confident in your

‘What if I can’t do it?’

guidance. With this trust comes the feeling of

‘What if I look silly?’
‘What if people on the chair laugh at me?’

safety and the willingness to try new things that
With this understanding, we are better able to set

will ultimately lead to lasting change.

‘What if I fall?’

appropriate goals with our students. By starting with

This season start with ‘Why?’ to inspire those

‘What if I hurt myself?

‘Why?’ and understanding ‘Why Not?’ we can

around you. Leverage your student’s ‘Why?’ while

create the ideal learning situation from the terrain

understanding their ‘Why Not?,’ to create learning

we choose, to the tools and tactics we use.

situations that achieve goals.

Learning can’t take place unless the ‘Why?’ is
stronger than the ‘Why Not?’
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psychology

Mindfulness
theNEW SCIENCE
behind HEALTH
HAPPINESS and

PERFORMANCE?
by Heidi | MALO M. HK- Mental Performance Consultant
Mindfulness seems to be the 'in' topic these days. It seems that the benefits of mindfulness
are being discussed in every health and fitness magazine, blog and podcast. But what is
mindfulness exactly?
EASIER SAID THAN DONE..

I am quitting ski instructing!”

How often have you gone to bed feeling calm, relaxed and
happy. Then as you start dozing off, a thought pops into
your mind - “I’m leading tomorrow’s training session on
short turns.” If you are feeling confident in your training
of pedagogy skills, this thought may create a positive

These negative thoughts lead us down a negative course,
that has us thinking irrationally. If we don’t take control
over such thoughts, then performance is affected. We
worry about our thoughts vs. focusing on what we can
control, and what we can do now.

“MINDFULNESS IS AWARENESS THAT
ARISES THROUGH PAYING ATTENTION,
ON

PURPOSE,

IN

THE

PRESENT

MOMENT, NON- JUDGEMENTALLY”
~ JOHN KABAT-ZINN

emotion (excitement), but if you are lacking confidence,
this thought might trigger an anxious feeling. Generally
speaking, thoughts can elicit emotions. Once an
emotion is felt, often another thought will be created.
In this example, such thoughts as: “I don’t feel ready,” “I
will make a fool of myself,’ “Everyone will judge me, and
think I don’t know how to teach,” “I will be the laughing
stock of the ski school.” “That's it, I’m calling in sick and
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slows down. When we get stressed we might change our
breathing patterns. We may hold our breath, breathe
quicker, or breathe more shallowly.
As a result, our heart rate increases, and if it increases
for a long enough period of time, the autonomic nervous
system wakes up and activates the sympathetic nervous
system.

TAKING CONTROL OF THOUGHTS

PUTTING ON THE BRAKES

So the question is, ”How do I take control over my
thoughts?” As John Kabat-Zinn states in his definition
of mindfulness, it's about paying attention to your
thoughts without creating judgment about them. Ideally,
pay attention to your thoughts. Try to understand them,
accept them, and move forward. Create awareness in how
your emotions are affecting your thought process, which
will eventually affect performance.

When I work with my athletes, I refer to the SNS as the
gas pedal. The SNS is the 'fight, flight, freeze' system. By
focusing on your breathing, however, your thoughts will
dwindle, your heart rate will slow, and the 'panic mode'
will cease. The hamster in your brain will slow down.
Your focus may shift to solutions instead, which will help
decrease anxiety. Gradually, the parasympathetic system
(which I refer to as 'the brake,' scientifically explained as
the rest) and digestive system will activate.

CHANGING YOUR BREATHING
PATTERNS
Breathing is an excellent method to help you regain
control over your thought process. When we breathe
in, our heart rate increases. When we breathe out, it

By exhaling for longer than you inhale (when feeling
stressed), you will help bring about cardiac cohesion,
which brings your body to a psychophysiological state
for optimal performance.

Studies have shown that 6 diaphragmatic breaths per minute is a
great breathing rate to bring about cohesion: Inhale for a count of
4, exhale for a count of 6.
Armed with this knowledge, the next time something stresses you
out, whether it be at work, in skiing or at home, take a moment to
pay attention to your thoughts, accept them, and 'breathe it out.'
Skiing is meant to be FUN. Don’t forget WHY you ski, and shift
your focus on the now. Connect with the action you are doing.
I often tell my athletes to bring their head into their feet. Listen
to the snow, listen to what it is telling you, and respond to it in an
appropriate manner. If you are preoccupied with the rumination in
your head, are you really listening to the snow?
** Please be aware: My suggestions are to help you optimize
performance in stressful situations. If you feel you have anxiety
or depression, please seek help from a certified mental health
specialist.
Happy skiing!
Heidi Malo
M.HK, CSPA

Heidi Malo
M. HK- Mental Performance Consultant
CSPA Member (Canadian Sport Psychology Association)
heidimalo@gmail.com – www.heidimalo.com

CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com
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MEDICINE
Training
BALL
by CARL

| PETERSEN BPE, BSc (PT)

For skiers the medicine ball can be a very useful and enjoyable piece of training
equipment. It is a versatile piece of equipment that can be used in athletic
preparation and ski specific drills and exercises. At City Sports & Physiotherapy
clinic we use medicine balls to bridge the gap from treatment to training to on
hill performance doing rehabilitation of upper core and arms and lower core
and legs. It gives skiers the ability to perform multi-core and multi-planar
exercises from slow to higher speeds and it is a great tool to augment training.
Medicine balls provide the athletes and therapists a low-cost and portable
training tool available in a wide range of weights and sizes. Europeans have
an expression that “one who uses the medicine ball does not need medicine!”

MEDICINE BALLS HAVE
A VARIETY OF USES

GENERAL
WARM-UP

in preparing skiers and developing general

Do these simple warm-up exercises before

fitness for people of all ages and abilities

starting any of your medicine ball training

and can be used in challenging ways to

sessions. These exercises help lubricate the

accomplish this. It is important to consider

under surface of the knee cap (patella), so

the age and stage of development of the

it slides smoothly and tracks properly. They

athletes involved when selecting the size

as well challenge your balance in different

and weight of the medicine balls

planes of motion and have you actively

Ideally they should range from 1lb (1/2 kg)

switching on your core muscles.

to 12 lb (5kg).

IMPORTANT NOTE
Variety is one key to success in setting up a good ski training program.
Try changing the exercises each few weeks to stop from becoming
bored with the routine.

EXERCISE RULES
IMPORTANT NOTE
Choose a medicine ball that is
appropriate for you.
A medicine ball weighing 2-3 kilos
(4-7 lbs.) is appropriate for most
adults.
Adolescents should be supervised
and use a volleyball or basketball
before progressing to a medicine
ball.
34
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• Always warm up first
• Start slow and progress gradually
• When doing squats don’t allow your knees to go past your toes (this increases
pressure to the under surface of the knee cap)
• Focus on proper technique (ask a knowledgeable fitness or health professional if
you are unsure)
• When bending and rotating remember to use as many joints as possible.
• Perform exercises in a controlled manner
• Start doing 1-2 sets of 10-15 repetitions and as strength and stability improves
increase to 2-3 sets of 15-20 repetitions

GETTING

FIT
2SKI

ASSISTED SQUATS Exercise Tips:
• Hang onto something for balance
taking some weight through your arms
• Switch on your core muscles
• With feet pointing straight ahead squat
down slowly like sitting down in a chair
• Keep knees aligned over toes but not
going past them
ASSISTED SQUATS – LUBRICATE JOINTS WITH 2 X 10 REPETITIONS

LEG SWINGS Exercise Tips:
• Stand tall with soft knee (slightly bent)
on stance leg
• Switch on your core muscles and then
do the leg swings
2 DIFFERENT WAYS:1. Swing leg front and back
2. Swing leg side to side

TORSO TWISTS Exercise Tips:
• Start standing in an athletic position
with knees slightly bent
• Hold a medicine ball in hands with
arms straight
• Switch on your core muscles
• Now lunge to the side, rotating torso &
return back to start position
Following is a selection of medicine ball
exercises to develop general fitness and
ski specific strength including deceleration,
lateral and rotational movements.
These exercises will prove to be good
medicine in preparation for the ski season.

LEG SWINGS – CHALLENGE BALANCE BY DOING 2 X 10 LEG SWINGS
WARM UP FOR ROTATIONAL STABILITY – 2 X 10 TORSO TWISTS TO EACH SIDE

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
CARL PETERSEN is a Partner and
Director of High Performance at City
Sports & Physiotherapy Clinics in
Vancouver.
His book Fit 2 Ski & DVD series Fit to
Play™ & Perform can be found at: www.
citysportsphysio.com
My Pocket Coach Fitness 1 can be found
at:
www.my-pocket-coach.com
Carl can be reached at: carl@
citysportsphysio.com
CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com
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SINGLE LEG BALANCE Exercise Tips:
• Start standing on one leg on a ½ foam roll or other unstable base
holding a medicine ball in your hands
• Switch on your core muscle
• Now stretch arms out in front and assume different positions with
your arms and legs challenging your balance
• Try holding for between 10-30 seconds.
• Return to start position

SINGLE LEG BALANCE 747
CHALLENGE BALANCE BY DOING 2 X 10 LEG SWINGS

SQUATS AND MEDICINE BALL ARM RAISE
Exercise Tips:
• Start standing tall with a physio ball at your back
• Switch on your core muscle
• Squat down slowly keeping knees aligned over toes as you
raise the medicine ball overhead
• Return to start position

SQUATS &
MED BALL ARM RAISE

SPLIT SQUAT AND
MEDICINE BALL ARM
RAISE TRAINING TIPS:
• Stand tall in a split squat
position with one foot on a ½
foam roll or other unstable
base
• Hold a medicine ball in your
hands
• Switch on your core muscles
• Do a split squat keeping knee
aligned over toes as you raise
the medicine ball overhead
• Return to start position

36

SPLIT SQUATS AND
MEDICINE BALL
ARM RAISE
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STEP UPS WITH KNEE AND TORSO ROTATION
TRAINING TIPS:
• Start standing behind a step stool or stair
• Switch on your core muscles
• Do a front step up and drive knee up to waist height
while rotating your torso by taking the medicine ball from
hip height to above shoulders
• Return to start position

LATERAL HOPS OVER ½ FOAM ROLL
(OR OTHER OBSTACLE)
TRAINING TIPS:
• Start holding a medicine ball in front of you
• Switch on your core muscles
• Do a series of lateral hops or GS jumps back and forth
over a ½ foam roll or other obstacle
• Focus on the deceleration component as your knees
bend and thigh muscle control your landing

STEP UPS
WITH KNEE AND
TORSO ROTATION

THIS SELECTION OF EXERCISES
Using a medicine ball will promote the
development of proper knee alignment, improve
balance and work on the core stability and
deceleration strength needed throughout all the
phases of a powerful ski turn.
For more innovative exercises see my Fit 2 Ski
Book, My Pocket Coach Fitness 1 www.my-pocketcoach.com or Fit to Play™ & Perform Core DVD’s.
Information at www.citysportsphysio.com or email
carl@citysportsphysio.com

LATERAL HOPS
OVER ½ FOAM ROLL
(OR OTHER OBSTACLE)

LATERAL LUNGES WITH ROTATION

LATERAL LUNGES WITH ROTATION TRAINING
TIPS:
• Start standing on a step & holding a medicine ball in
front of you
• Switch on your core muscles
• Do a series of lateral lunges by stepping backward off
the step and rotating your torso
CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com
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they are choking on their morning
coffee or holding their breath as they
stare down the belly of a steep, gnarly
chute. Yet still we say it, probably
because we instinctively know that
breathing is essential for life. How
often do we think about breathing
when we are skiing? Most of us are
sucking wind at the bottom of a
bump run, but not on a cruiser, and
somewhere in between when carving
up the corduroy. Consciously taking
the time to breathe can have profound
effects on our bodies and minds.
As well as improving our own ski
performance, it can help us share the

Dude!
BR
EATHE

!

No one likes to hear that, whether

learning and enjoyment of our sport
with our guests.

THE BASICS OF BREATHING

internal intercostal muscles compress the rib

We breathe to take oxygen into our bodies and
remove carbon dioxide. Our breathing is regulated
by unconscious feedback loops in the brain, and
adjusts according to how much oxygen we need
to take in, and how much carbon dioxide needs
to be expelled.

is

regulated

unconsciously.

We

frequently override the automatic feedback loops
that stimulate us to breathe. Manipulating our

controlling our breath can also influence our

minute. This is called quiet or relaxed breathing.
Inhalation

(breathing

in):

nervous system and state of mind.
Our autonomic nervous system has two branches.

the

These have opposing effects on many body

diaphragm and external intercostal muscles

systems including heart rate, digestion, brain

contract drawing air into the lungs.

activation and breathing:

• Relaxed Exhalation (breathing out): all muscles

•

relax and air passively leaves the lungs.

freeze.
•

Forced Breathing
During exercise, more oxygen is needed and more
carbon dioxide must be expelled. Breathing rate
can increase up to 70 breaths per minute. Forced
breathing happens when additional muscles
contract during both inhalation and exhalation.:
• Forced Inhalation: muscles in the neck contract,
lifting the rib cage, helping the diaphragm and

Sympathetic nervous system - fight, flight or

Parasympathetic nervous system – rest,

digest and restore.
These

•

Sympathetic breathing – rapid, shallow,

laboured.

deep.
abdominal

parasympathetic

encourage different kinds of breathing:

•

Exhalation:

and

and keep us healthy. They are influenced by and

in more air and oxygen.
Forced

sympathetic

branches work in balance to help us survive

intercostal muscles increase lung volume to take

•
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Breathing

underwater, and blow out candles. Consciously

At rest, a healthy adult breathes 12 to 18 times per

Relaxed

CONSCIOUS BREATHING

breathing allows us to speak, sing, hold our breath

Quiet Breathing

•

cage, forcing out more air and carbon dioxide.

Parasympathetic breathing – slow, calm,

muscles

Whilst the sympathetic nervous system is vital to

contract, pushing the diaphragm further into

help us survive danger, when overstimulated it

the thorax, reducing chest and lung volume. The

can cause an unhelpful stress response cycle
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PRANAYAMA - COUNTING THE BREATH
• Sit or lie down somewhere quiet and comfortable.
• Close your eyes, resting one hand on your stomach and one on your chest.
• Inhale for a slow count of four (or another number of your choice). Feel your stomach expand as your diaphragm contracts, your
chest expand as your intercostal muscles contract.
• Exhale for a slow count of five (adding one to your inhale count). Feel your stomach and chest fall as your diaphragm and
intercostal muscles relax.
• If and when your mind begins to wander, gently bring your thoughts back to your breath.
• Continue counting the breath for three minutes, or carry on for longer.
• Release the count and observe your body returning to its natural breath.
• Do you feel calm? Congratulations, you just activated your body’s parasympathetic nervous system!

in both body and mind. We can interrupt this

you and your client are in a safe spot, and tailor

cycle by consciously and deliberately slowing

your approach to the situation.

BREATHING AND SKI
PERFORMANCE

Adam once skied with a client who was very

So, what about our own skiing? Adam’s one-man

intent on perfecting her technique. As they got

experiment in adjusting breathing timing, rates,

to the bottom of one run she was skiing so stiffly

durations, and intensities while skiing medium

that Adam said “Breathe!” When she realized she

carve turns yielded some interesting results. The

was holding her breath and inhaled, she toppled

best body and ski performances occurred using

over backwards! Fortunately, she spent the next

a steady inhalation through turn initiation and a

few minutes laughing, thus proving that she was

more rapid exhalation through turn completion.

our breathing, activating the parasympathetic
nervous system to restore balance and calm. In
yoga, breath exercises are collectively known as
Pranayama, which translates to breath extension
or control. Try “Counting the Breath” to experience
a calming Pranayama for yourself.

BREATHING AND THE SKIING
EXPERIENCE

breathing and having a good time.

Skiing stimulates the sympathetic nervous system.
Altitude, high oxygen demand, forced breathing,
and real or perceived risk in a mountain
environment get us and our clients fired up, excited
and adrenalized – which is great!

ON SNOW BREATH TOOLBOX

Alright,

great.

Why?

Physiologically,

forced

exhalation contracts the obliques and helps the
core to engage. Timing the exhale through turn

• Reset breath – Inhale slowly through

completion engages the muscles of the abdomen

the nose, exhale slowly through the nose

and core, assisting controlled flexion of the ankles,

or pursed lips. Great when standing at
the top of a run to prepare and enhance

knees and hips. Engaging the obliques also helps
to keep the hip more aligned with the plane of the

Sympathetic activation can also combine with the

mental clarity.

thrill and challenge of skiing to result in anxiety,

• Press pause – Find a safe spot with a

fear or even panic. This is often accompanied by

beautiful outlook. Breathe. Perhaps add

shallow, rapid breathing. Intense concentration or

a count to the breath. Enjoy being in the

Similarly,

nervousness can also result in the breath being

mountains, and let go of other concerns.

controlled extension of the ankles, knees and hips.

held. Either way, excessive sympathetic nervous

• Verbal cues – Remind your clients to

Slower extensions help keep the balance on the

system stimulation exacerbated by sympathetic

breathe as part of their feedback. “Are

outside ski, and prevent the hips and upper body

you breathing?” “Breathe in as you start

from dumping inside the turn.

breathing can hinder skiing enjoyment and
learning.
Most of us have looked after a distressed or
anxious skier at some stage in our career. Some of

the turn and out as you finish the turn.”
• Talking – If your clients are talking,
they are breathing. This works whilst
standing still, and for self cueing a

us have been that skier! Conscious breathing can

technical focus whilst skiing.

be a helpful tool in such situations. You don’t need

• Singing – Encouraging the breath by

to be a yoga teacher to practice Pranayama. If

singing whilst skiing. Works especially

a person is medically well, cues that encourage

well on terrain that is well within your

a long, smooth exhale will help activate the

clients skill set. Kids love it!

parasympathetic

• Laughing – If your client is laughing,

nervous

system

and

safely

restore calm and balance. Always make sure that

About

the

they are most definitely breathing!

Authors

slope, and more rotationally aligned towards the
apex of the next turn.
inhaling

through

initiation

assists

All this helps to create a smoother turn transition
and early edge engagement to provide grip
earlier in the turn. Getting the breathing in sync
with the turning mechanics leads to better ski
performance

S O, R E M E M B E R , B E F O R E YO U
S TA R T D O W N T H AT R U N …
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SKIING
Health &
Fitness

INJURY
PREVENTION

a SKIER'S

GUIDE

The number one priority, no matter what event you are training for, is to be injury free.
After all of the training you have to put in, the worst thing would be the inability to stay
on the starting line on the first day of fresh powder snow.
Most of us believe that the secret to better skiing

poor posture, habits, years of hard work, minor

is to own better equipment. Sport companies are

accidents, lack of stretching — this all causes our

inventing new ski technologies every year that

body to gradually tighten and misalign. This is the

can be very convincing. So we spend hundreds of

reason we wake up stiff and sore.

dollars getting top of the line equipment and we
dream of clicking in and ripping down our favorite
run. But to ensure a great ski season, there is a vital
piece of equipment: our body. Even with all of our
state-of-art equipment, we need our bodies to
be functioning optimally. Our bodies need to be
strong, loose, aligned and relaxed to ensure top
performance.

OUR BODY IS THE BEST EQUIPMENT
Skiing and snowboarding invigorates feelings of
effortless joy that we all remember. For some of
us, it shows up as a simple turn in fresh powder
and for others, it is the feeling of speed. There are
days when skiing feels effortless and easy. Other
days, our bodies are under strain and pain. We
lose our edge over time because of stress, injury,
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P R O P ER S T RET CHI NG AND
WARMI NG U P
Surveys on runners have found lack of stretching and
not warming up enough to be the most common
reasons for suffering an injury. In 2012 study was
conducted of 2729 runners who were divided into
either a group that did stretching before running or
no-stretching. They study measured the number of
injuries within each group over time.
There wasn’t much difference between the
groups, but there was one very interesting finding.
The runners who had previously done stretching
but were assigned to the no-stretching group
were TWICE as likely to get injured. So if you have a
stretching routine you like, keep doing it.

by: MICHAL KAPIC, DOMP

SKIING Health & Fitness

KNOWING YOUR LIMITS
I find this very important. If you are weekend ski
warrior or professional skier, each of us has an injury

However, if the pain continues, resting for at least 2

threshold. Your threshold could be at 2 days of

days and icing the area of discomfort, compression

• Location. Bad pain is usually localized

skiing per week, or 6 days, but once you exceed it,

and elevation would be your best option – RICE.

whereas good pain is generalized to a

you get injured. The body needs time to adapt from
training changes and jumps in mileage or intensity.
I found that the very safe rule is at 10 percent. If
you will build your weekly training mileage by no

region

D IF F ERENT I AT I NG B ET WEEN
GOOD PAIN AND BAD PAIN

more than 10 percent per week, you will give body

It is very important to learn few facts about pain

a good chance to adapt from training changes

that you can experience during your training.

and jumps in mileage or intensity.

When you’re exercising, there inevitably comes a

Muscles and joints need recovery time so they can
recover and handle more training demands. If you
rush that process, you could be in break down
mode rather than being in build up mode.

LISTENING TO YOUR BODY
This is probably the oldest and most widely repeated
advice for avoiding injuries, and still is the best.
Listening to your body is imperative when training
for a downhill race or a triathlon. Symptoms that
you might feel during training could either indicate
joint stiffness, muscular tightness, muscle soreness
or pain from a previous injury. Stiffness, soreness
and tightness are normal symptoms encountered
during training, especially in a warm-up.
These symptoms should subside after approximately
10 minutes of an easy warm-up. However, sharp
pain or severe tightness that persists during the
workout could indicate a serious injury.
If you experience severe tightness or pain which
persists during the workout, the best option you

Usually good pain is associated with:

time when you will feel a bit of discomfort. When
you reach that point you might wonder whether
you can keep going and push through it, or if doing
so could cause an injury.

• Graduation. Good pain has more of
gradual build up.

CROSS TRAINING
Use cross-training activities to supplement your
main sport activity, improve your muscle balance,
to keep yourself injury-free. Swimming, cycling,
yoga, Pilates, tennis or rowing will burn a lot of
calories and improve your aerobic fitness, but be

Here are the most common signs that you may

careful not to aggravate injury-prone areas. If

have injured yourself and you should stop your

you are injured, let pain be your guide on which

workout or exercise. I call these signs a bad pain:

activities are okay.

• If you feel sharp pain
• There was a sudden onset of pain
• You are still feeling pain even after couple
of days
• Pain you are feeling is shooting and
accompanied by numbness and/or
tingling
• You start to feel pain after hearing sudden
noises such as popping, clicking or
snapping (typical signs of ligament or
cartilage damages).

MOST COMMON INJURIES
Skiing, snowboarding, and other snow sports
activities are enjoyed by many worldwide, and
with expansion of ski areas, faster ski lifts, and the
use of snow machines, accessibility is increasing.
According to Ekeland & Rødven (2009), most
common injuries are in the lower extremities, above
50 % of all injuries. A rupture of the ACL and the
medial collateral ligament (MCL) are the most
frequent injuries, and it is suggested that beginners
suffer more combined knee ligament injuries, while

• You start to notice a swelling, redness or

an isolated ACL injury is more common among

more heat in muscles or joints.

experienced skiers (Greenwald & Toelcke, 1997).

have is to decrease the intensity and the distance.

Sometimes it can be hard to determine whether

They also discovered that almost 19% of all injuries

If your symptoms subside, you can return to your

the pain for example in your hamstring is from

are upper extremity injuries, and the most frequent

normal workout the next day and once again,

soreness due to increasing of intensity or from soft

injury sites are the thumb and the shoulder whereas

listen to your body.

tissue tear or strain.

Kocher & Feagin (1996) presents 'Skiers' Thumb'
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INJURY

Prevention

injury for one-third of all injuries to the upper

According to Reno Gazette Journal, a way to create

Yoga and Pilates can be great addition for

extremities followed by shoulder dislocation and

accelerated muscle growth is to incorporate extra

improving flexibility and strength building.

fractures, shoulder separations and spinal injuries.

slow eccentric contraction (controlled lowering
with gravity as well as concentric (up against

W H AT A R E T H E B E S T E X E R C I S E S
FOR PREVENTING SKI INJURIES?
There is no better way for skier to understand his or
her body than to commit to a ski-specific exercise
program designed around 4 important parts:
aerobic exercise for endurance, building muscle
strength, flexibility, and balance. Here are some
basic exercises including sets and repetitions for
skiers to train before the season begins:
1. Aerobic exercise
5 days/week for at least 30 minutes:
Running, cycling, swimming, treadmill, rowing
or jumping rope.

gravity) strength exercises. Eccentric contractions
require the muscle to elongate (shortest length)
creating a disconnect in the total connecting
muscle cross bridges.
Being that the muscle is supporting the same weight
and losing strength potential with increasingly less
muscle fibers able to recruit, micro tears in the
muscle occur over time to create fatigue. Later
those tears are gone and adapting new fibers
grow to become stronger than before.
3. Flexibility
Can be done daily, 4 – 6 repetitions holding
for 20 seconds.
Hamstring stretches, Achilles tendon together

4. Balance
Daily, 2 sets of 30 seconds.
One leg squats with straight knee tracking,
single leg hop with holding landing for 5
seconds, balancing on bosu balls or wobble
boards, walking on slackline rope.
You should bear in mind that these commitments
are all advised for methodical preparation to
execute a successful, fun, and hopefully long
lasting on the slopes.
However,

none

of

these

suggestions

are

guaranteed to prevent all injury completely, but
rather provide some basic knowledge of how to
physically prepare ourselves for chances of a great
winter.

2. Strength

with calf muscles, lower back, quadriceps,

3 days/week, 2 sets of 8-10 repetitions

MICHAL KAPIC, DOMP

iliopsoas muscle and deep lateral rotators

Manual Osteopath, Certified Rolfer

Leg press, wall squats, hamstring curls, toe

group of muscles – piriformis muscle.

CSIA 2, CASI 1, CSCF Entry Level

raises, lateral leg raises or sit-ups
References:
Pereles D, Roth A, Thompson D. ”A Large, Randomized, Prospective Study of the Impact of a Pre-Run Stretch on the Risk of Injury on Teenage and Older
Runners.” USATF Press Release, 2012.
Ekeland A and Rødven A. Injury Trends in Norwegian Ski Resorts in the 10 Year Period 1996- 2006. Seventeenth Volume, ASTM STP 1510
Greenwald RM and Toelcke T. Gender differences in alpine skiing injuries: A profile of the knee-injured skiers. In Skiing Trauma and safety: Eleventh Volume
Duncan JB, Hunter R, Purnell M, and Freeman J. Meniscal injuries associated with acute anterior cruciate ligament tears in alpine skiers. Am J Sports Med 1995
WEB:http://www.rgj.com/story/life/wellness/2014/11/03/four-exercises-to-prevent-skiing-injuries/18193633/

SOUTHPARK CARTOON Source: http://unofficialnetworks.com/2015/08/31/the-7-best-ski-jokes/
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FEATURE
adventure

it MUST be
a SCAM!
If someone tells you 25 Canadian dollars can get you a full day ski lesson at Whistler
Blackcomb, including rentals and a full day lift ticket, you might think it’s a deal too good
to be true.
Yet, this deal, i.e. Never Ever Days, happens
every winter at Whistler Blackcomb and
always sells out! As soon as the Never Ever
Days advertisement came out after the New
Year of 2013, I signed up for a ski lesson right
away.
On January 12, 2013, I arrived at the
gathering place at the base of Whistler at
8:30 am – there were even free muffins and
coffee! There, I received a lift ticket for the
day (It’s a REAL deal!) and met my instructor
– Mike and the other three fellow “Never
Evers.”
Mike took us to the rental shop to get our ski
boots and skis. Being a snowboarder at that
time, I found the ski boots too stiff to put on.
Mike showed me how to force the hard shell
open, put my foot in, buckle up, and strap
up.

by Helene HUANG

Once we arrived at the learning area in the
middle of the Whistler Mountain, Mike taught
us how to put on skis, hold poles, walk with
one ski, walk with two skis, make 'pizza' and
'French fries,' ride the magic carpet, and ski
down the magic carpet run in snow plow
turns. About an hour before the lesson was
supposed to end, I begged Mike to take us
to the Olympic Chair. He hesitated a bit, but
took four of us up anyway. With a few forced
pauses, we eventually made it down to the
bottom of the Chair – in one piece.
Thrilled by the easy success of my first ski
lesson, I purchased my own skis, boots, and
poles soon after the lesson. My ski instructor
friends (it’s impossible not to know a realtor
or ski instructor, if you live in Whistler)
generously gave me pointers every now
and then, which I think still doesn’t beat the
Never Ever Days deal.

Gradually, I found myself spending more
days on my skis than on my snowboard.
Skiing has become a new way for me to
explore the mountains, make new friends,
and challenge myself.
In March 2015, I received my CSIA Level
One pin. In November 2015, I become a
ski instructor at Whistler Blackcomb Snow
School. In January 2016, I received my CSIA
Level Two pin.
As I look back, lured by the $25 deal initially,
I have invested a lot more money in ski
lessons, gear, training courses, and even
more time making turns again and again on
the mountains. Perhaps in revenge, I happily
entice other 'Never Evers' onto a similar
journey every winter. It all started with the $25
deal, or rather, the perfect scam.
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My

KIWI EXPERIENCE
working in

POINT

NEW ZEALAND

of VIEW

SKI FIELDS

Broken River is a little gem of a ski area, tucked away in the

Canadian Ski Instructors began and continues to this day.

Craigieburn Range on the South Island of New Zealand. Not

Mike was the first, and from him came the recommendation

only is Broken River a small area (well, very small by Canadian

of Martin Olson, who was then followed by (in no particular

a visa, booking flights and trying to decide

standards), it is also what the Kiwi’s call a Club Field. This

order) Norman Kreutz, Linda McLelland, Caroline Perrin, Lu

what pair of skis I should bring (in the end I

would be my home for the next 4 months. A “Club Field” is

Furber and many more. Though many others applied it was

nothing like what we know a ski field or resort to be. These

always a Canadian that the Club came back to, year after year.

unique fields are run by club members and built from the

Since the 70s there have only been a handful of instances

embark on fulfilling one of my loftier bucket

ground up through a labour of love. There is no corporate

when there was not a Canadian teaching on the slopes of

list items… To work for a season in either

entity from which to draw, only a diverse group of “Clubbies”

Broken River. I am honoured, humbled, and fortunate to carry

with knowledge and experience from all walks of life – be it

on and be a part of this amazing legacy.

It all started with an email back in April…
The next thing I knew I was applying for

brought both). Unbelievably I was about to

Australia or New Zealand.

an engineer with a master’s degree, an electrician with his
own company, or families, such as the Newell and Rogers

THE NUTCRACKER... NOT JUST A BALLET

family who have poured their heart and soul into the club for

Living and working at a Club field is a unique experience.

generations. These people are the backbone of a club field.

Let’s start with the lifts. Ever hear of a nutcracker tow? I had

Broken River has a long history of employing Canadian ski
instructors, and I was fortunate enough to have been chosen
for 2017 season as Snow School Director and Instructor.
Mentors such as Wendy Reade), Don Kjorven, Dean Esch,
Paul Cunnius, and Jeff Marks have worked here, along with
many other respected members of CSIA whom I personally
look up to and admire. Upon learning the names of these

Geared Up
and Ready

a rough idea of what it was all about before I came to Broken
River. Here I was, gearing up for my first day on the field,
strapping on a harness. Many people use climbing harnesses.
This one in particular was a purpose-built rope-tow harness
that was much more comfortable. Once strapped in, buckled
up, and the awkward cumbersome nutcracker tucked safely
to the side it was off the access platform we went…

instructors who have graced the slopes of Broken River

Standing ready in my skis, nutcracker in hand, I was given

over the years, I was a little star struck and intimidated.

quick instructions: “Hold it like this, grab the rope with your

With encouragement and many questions answered, I was

other hand, grip until you’re moving the same speed then with

assured that I would fit in with the Broken River Family. They

a flick of the wrist swing the nutcracker over the rope, bend

all welcomed me with open arms and made me feel like part

the knees, lean back into the harness and away you go!”

of the Broken River family.

Somehow, I managed to get up on the first try, thinking to
myself, “Hey, that wasn’t so hard!” Boy, was I wrong! Next,

WHY CANADIAN SKI INSTRUCTORS?
Early in the club’s formative years, through the 60s and 70s,
Broken river employed ski instructors from Europe, mostly
Austrian or Swiss. These instructors were hit and miss and
rarely stuck around or found their place at Broken River.Then,
in 1976 David Rogers, or Dawgie as he is loving called, went
overseas and found himself
in Western Canada touring
resorts like Whistler and
Lake Louise. It was during
these travels that Dawgie
came across Mike Fedoruk.
Dawgie and Mike spoke
over lunch, did some skiing,
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we went over to the Main Tow. The rope here is on the
other side of the ski field which makes things trickier, as I
had to use my weaker left hand to grip the rope. After nearly
an hour of struggling, frustration clearly took over and I
grabbed the rope, tucked it under my arm and with a grunt of
determination clamped onto it, in what I call a chicken wing
hold. I flipped the nutcracker, finally getting it over the rope.
Hurrah! I was on my way! I had some come colourful bruising
from elbow to underarm, however with a few more days of
practice things went a lot more smoothly. Nutcrackers! A
thing of evil those first few days!

MULTI TASKING INCLUDES POURING BEER
When employed at Broken River you both live and work on

had a few laughs, then of

the mountain, interacting with the guests almost all hours of

course

chatting

the day. Staff accommodation consists of 8 of us living in close

about a little ski field in

proximity to each other in the custodian hut, or “Custy” as

the Canterbury region of

we fondly call it. The on-mountain accommodation consists

South Island New Zealand.

of three lodges, each with unique character. Lyndon Lodge

It was from these humble

is the main gathering place, where we eat dinner and mingle

beginnings that a legacy of

with the guests every night after work. The two other guest

got

to

LEFT: Broken River Lodge and Whitestar Lodge
PHOTO: Claire Newell
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up CLOSE and PERSONAL
... The NUTCRACKER
I Got this! ... REALLY!
Anne Marie ABOVE and Steven Tallot BELOW
lodges, Broken River Lodge and White Star, are more akin to backpacker style accommodation.These lodges or
huts are full nearly every weekend – all three sleeping a maximum of around 70 people.
While employed at a club field, one is not delegated to a single role.Take for example the position of instructor.
While it was my primary role, most days I helped start the tows in the morning and assisting with the safety
checks. Then it was off to Palmer Lodge to set up the canteen, tap the beer (an important part of a club field),
get the meat pies in the warmer, set out flags and make sure the day lodge was clean and tidy, ready for guests
to arrive. That is just the start of the day.
Once the members and guests start to arrive it’s off to teach lessons for the next couple hours, and back to
the canteen the minute I am done to pour beer, hand out chocolate bars, fry hot chips, and make pizza. At the
end of the day the field gets shut down, however, the day is not yet over. There’s still work to be done, whether
it’s assisting the Chef in the kitchen, doing dishes, or shovelling stairs. On any given day, I could be swapping hats
any number of times, helping wherever and whenever needed.
Never a dull moment! While the work is varied and some days are long I wouldn’t want to spend my Canadian
summer anywhere else.

FUNICULAR THING…
One thing that makes Broken River stand out from the rest of the Club Fields in New Zealand is that is accessed
by a tram or funicular, designed and built solely by club members. At one time, it was only used to transport
goods up and down. With forethought and planning it was adapted in later years to carry passengers as well.
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TOP LEFT: Rugby Tow and Access
TOP RIGHT: Stairway to Heaven
BELOW LEFT: Ridge Tow
BELOW RIGHT: Bottom of Tram
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Steven Tallot on
RIDGE TOW

KIWI EXPERIENCE

My

ABOVE: Cor nice Bowl, Double Bowl & Hamilton Peak
Without the Tram it was a 20-minute walk up a winding track.
This is only the start of one’s journey to the ski field. That
time is now shaved down to a four-minute tram ride, followed
by a further short trek up a winding path till you reach the
Stairway To Heaven. This vertical rise of 220 steps brings you
a little nearer to the top, and from there it is just a short walk

With runs such as Happy Valley and Sunny Face awaiting

intermediate or seasoned skier. Coming primarily from a

you off the main tow or cruise over to Ridge Tow you will

groomer background, I was in for a treat and will be forever

find yourself atop Nervous Nob looking at Margot’s Gulch,

changed for the better by my experiences at Broken River.

Downhill and accessibility to some stunning black bowls like

It will remain with me always. Now, as the season draws to

Cornice Bowl or Double Bowl. With all this terrain, skiing is

an end and the preparations begin for the trip home, I will

never boring at Broken River.

reflect fondly upon the experience, the new friends and my

to the access platform, a quick ride up the tow and suddenly,

Although beginners do visit Broken River, with its legendary

the terrain opens up to pure off-piste goodness.

off-piste skiing and rugged terrain, it is more a haven for the

BELOW: Palmer Day Lodge PHOTO: Claire Newell

newfound Kiwi Family, with a full heart. I will return, there is
no doubt.

TAKE A CHANCE AND FIND YOUR OWN
OPPORTUNITY
Living and working at a Club field is an amazing experience.
One which comes with its own highs and lows. Definitely
leaning more to the high side of things for me. I for one, have
grown in so many ways and have learned more about who
I am, where I am going and what in life matters to me most.
The opportunity to get away from traditional groomed and
commercial skiing has done wonders for both my confidence
and skill. Take a chance, if you can, or find your own
opportunity to ski or ride the club fields of New Zealand.
Broken River is only one of many. You will not come away
disappointed, I assure you!

Anne Marie FITZGERALD
missfitzonskis@gmail.com
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by Ken | PAYNTER LEVEL 1 Technical Co-Ordinator CSIA BC

I sit here on the coast of Oregon overlooking

the terrain comes up, and attempts

turning/steering

the vast Pacific Ocean. There’s great power

to turn on the top of the bump. Centre

strongly against your direction of

of mass (torso area) loses momentum

travel as you prepare to hop (end

relative to the Base of suppor t (feet)

of turn). This in essence creates a

and the “climbing” ef fect (the back

stronger platform and your mass will

of the wave climbing on top of the

more easily climb on top of your feet

water that has preceded it) doesn’t

making use of momentum. (You’re

take place. This skiing strategy would

in fact establishing a “rock face” to

be the same as if when the front of a

block the front of your wave).

in the waves today and one cannot help
but be humbled by the thunderous roar the
waves make as they slam into the cliff face
below. It fascinates me how the massive
impact (and subsequent plume of water)
occurs a moment after the wave first hits

wave impacts a rock face, the rock

the rock. I watch it time and again….impact,

face magically moves backwards

momentary delay, boom, then upward spray
of water.

the back of the wave has nothing
to climb on top of. No climbing

WHY THE DELAY? WHAT
ACTUALLY GOING ON HERE?

IS

ef fect! No boom! No upward spray!
Instead…only loss of energy. In the
case of our skier, no crossover, no

Upon closer obser vation it appears

excitement, poor balance, and of

that what is happening is that the

course... the dreaded stem!

front of the wave is impacting the
rock face first, the rest of the wave
catches up to, and “climbs” on top
of, the water that has preceded
it.

The

into

back

the

rock

of

the

face

wave
last

slams

and

has

practice and to teach this season
when working in the bumps.
On

a

black

(depending

or

blue

on

your

bump

(students)

“climbing”

steering your skis (not car ving) at a

Boom!

Upward

more

Hop regardless of whether you are
turning on the top of the bump, in
the trough, or on the side. Become
sensitive to the amount of ef for t
required

relative

to

the

dif ferent

locations. This will lead to developing
the feeling for how much or how little
ex tension is required to get the mass
to “climb” on top of the feet relative

Var y

the

speed

slightly

to

again

develop feel. The faster you ski, the
more the momentum itself provides

run

comfor t level), make shor ter turns

ef fect.

feet

to where you are turning.

So here’s a great tactic/exercise to

upward momentum because of the

moderate and consistent speed.

spray of water!

the “up” and the less ex tension is
required to hop.
It’s great if on occasion you get too
much pop (upward spray of water).
It simply means that you needed less

Start every turn by making a small
hop.

leg ex tension then what you gave.

Only hop a few inches off the snow.

speed, may have already provided

Have legs extended when in the air.

substantial upward momentum. This

used is one of… “ever y time the

Switch to new outside edges while

is again how you develop TOUCH

terrain

comes

in the air.

absorb

the

Ver y cool indeed, and somehow ver y
relative to good bump skiing.
I of ten obser ve skiers (and listen to
bump lessons) whereby the strategy
up,

bump

you
by

need

flexing

to
the

The degree of success you have with

legs.” So here’s what I sometimes

achieving this small hop turn reflects

see instructors demonstrating and

the degree to which your mass easily

teaching their students while in the

“climbs” on top of your feet.

moguls...
Skier comes slowly into the bump,
retracts the feet towards the torso as
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and absorbs the impact such that

your

If the hop is taking a huge amount
of ef for t, focus your attention on

The terrain itself, coupled with your

(PRESSURE MANAGEMENT).
Practice (and teach) this exercise in
the bumps this season, and see how
quickly your mogul skiing (and that
of your students) improves.
Have a fun and safe ski season.

Until next time... DR KEN

totally!

RANDOM...
WELCOME TO THE GREAT WHITE NORTH.

While

Here in Canada we speak a funny language called

occasionally crash, wipe-

English, so here’s a few tips on how to fit into the

out, fall, face-plant, auger-

Canadian culture, eh.

in,

skiing

cartwheel,

temporally

we

will

explode,
separate

First of all we don’t reckon, we figure. We wear

ourselves from our equipment,

toques not beanies, sweaters not jumpers and

scorpion, etc. but we never ever stack. A stack

thongs are worn somewhere other than your feet.

implies order – like a stack of books – not the chaos

We eat french fries not chips and chips not crisps.

that is involved in a good old yard sale.

We have ketchup on our fries and tomato sauce in
our pasta. It’s a-lu-min-um not al-u-mi-ni-um. It’s a

Doughnuts can be eaten for every meal, maple

sidewalk not the pavement, sausage not a snag, a

syrup makes everything better and bacon is a food

Finally, it’s a ski pole, not a stock – after all, how can

sandwich not a sanger and dinner not tea.

group. It’s a sled not a snowmobile, a chicken not

you pole-plant with a stock? Follow these heaps

a chook, a cactus is a plant and you fill up your

of handy tips and you’ll be mistaken for a Canuck

We pronounce the ‘er’ in words, so winter sounds

pick-up – not your ute – at the gas station not the

in no time, and that’s dead set in the fair dinkum

like win-ter, not win-ta. When played on a field, it’s

servo. You take a coffee break not a smoko, it’s

department.

called field hockey. When played on the street,

cotton candy not fairy floss and you go for a swim

it’s called street hockey. When played on ice, it’s

in your speedos not your budgie smugglers. A shag

simply hockey.

is a type of carpet and roots is a clothing brand.

by Meesh BERTHOUD

kick start your skiing
and your teaching!

...eh!

kickass Price!

$ 89
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CSIA BC Region Annual

Every day is an
OPPORTUNITY to IMPROVE
But not every day is a

KICKASS DAY

Whistler 2018

Saturday & Sunday, April 7 & 8

Register:

www.snowpro.com/bc

CANADIAN SKI INSTRUCTOR’S ADDICTION
4 less obvious reasons
why we keep coming back for more, and

HOW TO MAINTAIN THE ADDICTION LONG TERM
I think it’s time to admit, we all pay dues into an association of addicts. I’m sure there was a
point last season when we each moaned and whined, and wondered, why the hell we chose
this job in the first place. Maybe it was at the height of Christmas holidays, or that time in
March when your friends went surfing in Mexico.
Sure, there’s powder. But it’s made of water crystals, not refined poppies. While it looks like a
romantic gig from the bleachers, we all experience the challenges: The gear isn’t cheap, we
juggle après vs. sleep, it’s a haul to the hill, and in Canada, the pay isn’t great.
Sunrise sessions are stunning, no doubt, but is there a deeper ‘Why’ to our addiction than
simply getting above the cloud line?
I’ve spent the past decade searching for answers to a question like this. Why is a person
continually attracted to an experience, when it demands so much of their body and mind?
And, whether for work or play, is such a lifestyle sustainable? I’ve dug up some research and
suggestions to share that will help even the most distressed addicts do more than cope, but
grow and thrive.

PROOF IN THE POWDER
I remember a specific moment, at age
seventeen, when I sat on a double chairlift
amongst a maze of terrain in the Swiss Alps,
when I knew, I had to create a life outside.
Ever since, I’ve followed the scent of
experiences that feel good, and discovered
evidence that explains this drive.
Contrary to popular assumption, there are
university degrees in outdoor recreation
that are founded on peer-reviewed work.
I was lucky enough to stumble into such a
program, and during a semester about eight
years ago, I came across research by a man
named Albert Bandura.
His work on self-efficacy explains a simple
equation of personal growth that boils down
to this: If we engage an experiences that are
in an unfamiliar setting, have an element of
50
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boundary pushing, where someone leads
by example and then facilitates our own
overcoming of challenge, we feel more
capable in everything we do.
Do you find this as revolutionary as I did?
Go ahead and re-read that paragraph. It’s
profound. As a nerd at heart, finding this
‘proof’ meant a great deal to me. This is what
we do nearly every day as ski instructors. We
create this process both for ourselves and
the clients we are lucky enough to work with.
No wonder it’s addictive!
This ‘discovery’ is a huge piece, but does
not make the whole pie. Experiences of
challenge and reward keep us coming
back for more. The next step is to build those
experiences into the bigger picture of a
balanced lifestyle.

A RECIPE FOR THE LONG RUN
Life is a collection of experiences. They can’t
ALL be challenging and boundary pushing,
but they CAN all be inspiring.
I see Bandura’s theory as a foundation,
and I believe that the intrinsic value of ski
instructing is part of a much broader formula.
So, I’m here to propose a new theory, a
collection of criteria that add bliss to daily
life. It’s my own personal brand, and I’m
testing it on a community that means a lot to
me (that’s you).
I believe it’s this balanced blend that has us
coming back for more:
1. Be in beauty
2. Dine on fuel
3. Play outside
4. Take it home

MY GIFT TO YOU (AND WHY
YOU MAY WANT TO KEEP ON
READING…)
I think we are a damn lucky bunch, who live
this formula nearly every day. We operate
within a structure that allows deep personal
satisfaction,
community
connection,
pleasure, and play.

1. BE IN BEAUTY

2. DINE ON FUEL

WHERE WE’RE ALREADY WINNING

WHERE WE’RE ALREADY WINNING

Criteria number one is reiterating the obvious.
I don’t need to tell you that beautiful settings
are rewarding.
You know it so deep in your bones, it’s why
you showed up for first tracks long before
taking your Level 1. We work in a world that
sparkles.

WHAT TO SHIFT & GROW
Moment of appreciation… Let’s take a
minute to recognize the diverse beauty we
witness here in Canada: Ice caked trees in
the east, endless clear skies from Quebec’s
true cold, the view of Georgian Bay from
Collingwood’s escarpment, a horizon full of
snowy peaks in the interior of Alberta and
BC, and the constantly shifting climates of
the coast.
The gratitude piece: Next time you’re on a
chairlift in a blizzard, remember how lucky
you are to work in your small slice of this
incredible country.

We work in the cold. Cold requires calories
(i.e. energy); we use that energy simply
through the work of breathing cold air.
Nachos and beer may not be what’s served
at the spa, but they have a safe home in our
après hearts.
We get to think of food as fuel because we
move our bodies all day at work. How lucky!

WHAT TO SHIFT & GROW
This lifestyle leaves us short on time, and the
convenient on-hill dining options may not be
our first choice (or budget friendly).
Suggested solution: Prepare in advance.
Breakfast: Protein packed pancakes
can be prepped in impressive
numbers (frozen, reheated, and
smashed
together
with
peanut
butter). Smoothies are great fast
fuel, so long as they leave you
feeling full (Hint: less fruit, more fat).
Lunch: To reduce spending on lunch,
remember a doubled up zip lock
bag in a ski pant pocket can hold
wonders. Try bringing one pocket of
instant noodles, and another pocket
with a bag of leftover stir fry. Heat
up the stir fry and add to the soup.

I’m going to use these four pillars to highlight
the gold we’re already experiencing, and
suggest tactics to make your experiences
even better.

Dinner: On a day-off, prepare a vat of
your favourite soup/stew. Freeze it in
ready to devour containers. Convince
a friend to do the same, then trade
a few portions to prevent boredom.

Continued and mindful application of, these
four criteria may result in self-awareness,
deep connections, belly aching laughs, tired
muscles, satisfied appetites, and personal
growth.

In sum: While I’m a believer in food choices
that prevent inflammation (Reduce: sugar,
booze, gluten, dairy) I also believe in
balance. After all, poutine does have all the
food groups (and it’s local!).
There's no right way to eat. Everybody is
different, meaning every body is different. The
only rule: Choose fuel that feels good to you.
CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com
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3. PLAY OUTSIDE
WHERE WE’RE ALREADY WINNING
We get to teach skills to kids and adults that
give them the freedom to play! What? That’s
a job? Incredible.
In doing this work, we also get to play
ourselves. Our colleagues inspire us to visit
a steeper pitch, an icier set of bumps, or a
more daring entrance to our favourite bowl.
This is vital to maintaining an open mindset,
not to mention a fun-loving soul.

WHAT TO SHIFT & GROW
“Love what you do, and you’ll never work a
day in your life.” Mmmmm...not quite. Backto-back work days of ‘play’ come with their
own set of challenges.
Challenge: Exhausted body.
Solution: Move your spine when you
get out of bed, and ground it when
you get home. Get up ten minutes
earlier (you can do it) and do some
cat/cow, spine rolls, maybe even a
sun salutation or two in the kitchen
while the coffee brews. Waking up
your body wakes up your reflexes.
Next thing you know, bumps become
a dance floor. When you get home,
lay on our back on the floor, take a
few breaths while your spine settles. It’s
incredibly reviving.
Challenge: Trying to take a day off and
still go skiing can seem like amateur
espionage. Feeling like you might get
called into work if you show your face
is no way to self-indulge in play.
Solution: Choose a different mountain.
In this vast and wintery land, we have
options. Escape to another area. Just
to try something new. Just to free ski
with a friend and remember why you
love this sport in the first place. Make
this a priority. It’s important for your
mental health, and the injection of joy
will make you better at your job.
Sydney Badger is a professional outdoor
educator, chef, yoga instructor, and coach in
self-care. When she isn’t working on her brand
Taste + Balance, you’ll find her guiding trips,
teaching cooking, writing, surfing or chasing
snow. She’s taught skiing both east and
west, and currently calls Vancouver Island
home. Connect with her via Instagram: @
beingbadger or @tasteandbalance, and get
inspired on how to create your own personal
recipe through the resources at www.
tasteandbalance.com
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4. TAKE IT HOME
WHERE WE’RE ALREADY WINNING
‘Take it Home’ means transferring what you
learn on the hill to your daily life. It’s about
taking time to reflect, and integrating your
experience.

RIGHT THEN, LET’S RECAP
Somehow I’ve taken this article on a journey
from mountain addiction to breakthroughs
in personal growth, to a more balanced
awareness in our daily lives.
So then, what’s my point?
We have an opportunity here.

Example: Maybe that bumps session
pointed
out
some
inflexibilities
you want to work out in a fitness
class
or
body
work
session.

We have an opportunity to use our role as
professional ski instructors to better ourselves,
and in turn, better the experience and lives
of the students we work with.

Example: Maybe you observe a parent
and child sitting silently at the lunch
table on their phones, and it prompts
you to actively engage with your own
kid next time you sit for a meal together.

Take it on. You are a professional. We all are.
I’ve stood in shoes of insecurity, feeling like
my career choices are fluff; maybe you’ve
been there too. But we know better. There’s
fundamental fulfillment amongst the fun.

Example:
Maybe
a
sudden
breakthrough in a training session
made you realize that commitment
and
practice
do
pay
off.

The benefits go beyond ski instructing. What
I want to do in my full-time world is host

experiences comprised of these four pillars.
I’ve been building this recipe one taste at a
time, and decided what I believe to be an
ideal blend for balance: Be in beauty, Dine
on fuel, Play outside, Take it home. We are so
lucky to teach in an environment where this
structure is already in place!
As this season approaches, what I hope
for you is to know that what you’re doing
matters. Be where you’re at, keep working
hard, keep resting well, and keep spreading
your love of this incredible sport.

We have plenty to reflect and build
on. The trick is to take time to do it.

WHAT TO ADD & GROW
“Taking the time” to integrate your
experience feels nearly impossible when
you’re in burnout mode. Therefore, the key
here is burnout prevention.
Tactics: Set boundaries. Manage your inputs.
Manage your outputs.
Inputs:
When
your
trainer’s
advice
contradicts itself from one week to the next,
just repeat quietly to yourself, “I’m here
learning, I’m so lucky to be here learning.”
Then, maybe skip next week’s session and
go free skiing instead (gasp!). Justify it as
soul-fuel.
Outputs: WE GIVE A LOT in this job!! One of
my mother’s best pieces of wisdom: “No. is a
complete sentence.”
Feeling spent? Hold on to that scheduled
day off. It’s your weekend. You earned it.
Say no to a social engagement. Know that
chunks of alone time are reviving. Hit the hot
tub at the community centre, or go for a
walk along a snowy river with your favourite
music flowing through ear buds.
You are the only person who can schedule
time for your self-care. Protect your personal
time, first and foremost. Your friends or clients
will be that much more thrilled the next time
you turn up for drinks.

CSIA BC | www.snowprobc.com
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Have you ever wondered why ski instructors are a particularly happy bunch?

weekly is something we both look forward to.

It is because they do what we all should do every day — get outside.

Finally, spirituality (whatever that means to
you) certainly seems to occur in nature’s most
beautiful settings. I certainly see the mountains
as one of those beautiful settings. The trees, the
snow, the quiet and the fresh air, all combined
with spectacular views of the city and the
ocean, really do capture all that is good; good
for the soul.

Living in the Lower Mainland is beautiful and
lovely, however, most of us lack Vitamin D in
the winter months. This is a contributing factor
to SAD (Seasonal Affective Disorder), and also
to anxiety and depression in general.
As a therapist, I am a mental health advocate,
and therapy comes in many forms. One of my
favourites is skiing, especially my Wednesday
Date Day at Cypress Mountain with my
husband. It addresses all of the components
of what I would recommend to my clients:
benefits for mental health, physical health,
couple health and even spiritual health.
Mentally, what I love about skiing is getting out
of the dreary weather that the Lower Mainland
boasts. Up on the mountain it is generally
brighter, dryer, and also sports spectacular
views. Just being outside, which normally we do
not push ourselves to do when it is cold and wet,
offers freshness to my spirit and clears my mind
— not to mention the extra zap of Vitamin D!
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Dr Jen Hammersmark

Physically, exercise is good for all of us. I try
and recommend to others to choose a form
of exercise that they actually enjoy, not one to
endure. For me skiing is not only fun, but a also
a good workout. It also pushes me in the off
season to train in the gym and ensure my body
is ready to go for the next season.
In relationships, I am a big proponent of couple
health. It is not something that just happens, but
something that all couples should be intentional
about. Whether it is a healthy sex life, having fun
together, or simply just time carved out to be
together; couple health is extremely important
as a foundation for all other areas of our lives.
During ski season, nothing else interferes with
our Wednesday Date Day. Even if the snow
conditions at Cypress aren’t the best that
week, we still go. It is a nice drive up from White
Rock (after rush hour is done!), we get some
skiing and fresh air in, and end our date with
lunch in the bar. This quality time we set aside

As a ski instructor, be intentional with your
students about educating them on the mental
health benefits they are receiving, as well as
the new techniques that will help them be
great skiers!
Dr. Jennifer Hammersmark is a Registered
Clinical Counsellor in White Rock (www.
doctorjen.co)
Counselling

and

Group,

the
a

Owner

of

co-operative

The
of

therapists who practice together (www.
counsellinggroup.co). Jennifer is also the
author of Dr. Jen’s Ski Report for Cypress
Mountain.
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the LOST
of RESPECT
by Michel B E R T H O U D
CSIA Level 4, CSCF 2

I WA S R I D I N G M Y B I K E H O M E
FROM WORK THIS SUMMER WHEN
I WA S S U D D E N LY H I T B Y A M U F F I N

I remember breaking trail in knee deep snow with a bunch of

That’s right, some random individual threw a muffin out

them to get there. “Easy,” they replied, “we just followed your

the car window at me, Apple cinnamon, I think. Probably

tracks.” That was the start of the “He who breaks trail, gets first

a day-old, judging by the force with which it hit me. Now I

tracks” lesson.

know there are much worse things in the world than being
assaulted by a muffin, but it does raise a question or two.

new instructors. When we got to the run I stopped to catch
my breath when two of the bunch started to head downhill.
I yelled at them to stop and asked them how easy it was for

This phenomenon doesn’t end at the resort boundary either.
How many times have people been seen wandering around

First, who does that?!? In what society is it deemed

the backcountry with no transceivers, no probes, no water,

acceptable to throw anything out of a car window? Let

no food, and absolutely no idea just because they 'followed

alone at another human being. I mean WTF?!? I guess I

some tracks,' completely oblivious to the dangers that they

should be happy the tosser wasn’t eating an apple or had

have put themselves, and potentially others, into?

just come back from bowling.

As ski instructors, our role is not only to improve our students'

Second, what ever happened to respect? Respect for

technique but also to educate and enlighten them on the

individuals. Respect for the environment. Respect for self. I

etiquette of skiing. Show them how to be respectful to others,

felt like Rodney Dangerfield on the side of the road, covered

the mountain and themselves. Get them to un-plug from their

in bits of pastry.

own bubbles and tune into the world around them. The more

Unfortunately this lack of respect is far too common in our
world as we see people and their entitlement every day out

people are aware of their surroundings and the effects of
their actions, the better the experience will be for everyone.

on the slopes. From the lost art of looking up the hill before

So back to our friend the muffin-tosser. I’m sure you and your

you start/merge to the new found skill of jamming on the

buddies had a good laugh as you drove off in your shiny black

brakes in the middle of a busy run, people are lost in their

SUV, but just be sure of one thing: Karma’s a bitch. And while

own bubbles. What happened to skiing in the fall-line? Using

that cosmic force takes its time to boomerang that muffin

one traverse path? Instead we see beautiful slopes of fresh

back in your direction, think of these words from Tragically

snow scarred by multiple traverse lines and zig-zag turns right

Hip's Gord Downie. “No dress rehearsal, this is our life.”

across the entire width of the run.
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The LAST WORD

So what are you going to do with yours?
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We Do Winter Right

P: Paul Morrison

COME SEE FOR YOURSELF.

Working as an instructor for Whistler Blackcomb will not only
provide you with the most incredible experiences, but gives you
access to some of the best training in the industry. Come see for
yourself why we have been consistently voted the #1 Resort in
North America.
With both full-time and part-time opportunities, we offer
flexibility to fit any schedule.
Warning: Working here is highly addictive, it’s hard to stay for just one season.
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